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Accurate RBI Records for Players of the Deadball Era: 
Part 16 — The Players on the 1908 Detroit Tigers 

 
                                                                                                                         by Herm Krabbenhoft 

 
Appendix 1 — Game-By-Game Details for the Runs Scored by the 1908 Detroit Tigers. 
 
Explanatory Notes for Appendix A-1 (Detroit Tigers): 
 
1. An asterisk in the OPP column indicates that the game was played at the opponent’s ballpark. 
 
2. For runs scored on plays in which a fielding error was committed, the following information is 
provided: 
 
 (a) the starting base of the run-scorer is indicated in the R-Scorer column;  
 (b) the number of outs when the batter put the ball in play is indicated in the R-Event column; 
 (c) the type of fielding error is indicated in the R-Event column — 
 
  * (wt) — wild throw.   
  * (wtf) — wild throw to first. 
  * (wts) — wild throw to second. 
  * (wtt) — wild throw to third. 
  * (wth) — wild throw to home. 
  * (fg) — fumbled grounder. 
  * (fpu) — fumbled pickup (of a hit to the outfield). 
  * (mf) — muffed flyball. 
  * (mc) — muffed catch (of a thrown ball).  
  
 (d) and if the batter did not get credit for an RBI, the batter’s name is enclosed in parentheses in 
the R-Batter column. 
 
3. The run-scoring events are designated as follows: 
 
* S-1 — 1-RBI single 
* D-1 — 1-RBI double 
* T-1 — 1-RBI triple 
* HR-1 — 1-RBI homer 
* W-1 — 1-RBI bases-loaded walk 
* HBP-1 — 1-RBI bases-loaded hit-by-pitch 
* GO-1 — 1-RBI groundout 
* GDP-1 — 1-RBI groundout double play 
* SF-1 — 1-RBI sacrifice fly 
* sac-1 — 1-RBI sacrifice bunt 
* FCFO-1 — 1-RBI fielder’s-choice-force-out 
* SOFC-1 — 1-RBI safe-on-fielder’s-choice 
* WP — wild pitch 
* PB — passed ball 
* BK — balk 
* SB — stolen base (steal of home) 
* IS — infield single 
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* BS — bunt single 
 
Appendix 1 — Details of the Runs Scored by the 1908 Detroit Tigers 
   

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

4-14 CHI* 1 6 Schaefer D-1 Cobb 

  2 6 Crawford S-1 Rossman 

  3 6 Cobb S-1 Coughlin 

  4 6 Rossman S-1 Thomas 

  5 8 Cobb HR-1 Cobb 

  6 9 Donovan D-1 Crawford 

  7 9 McIntyre S-2 Cobb 

  8 9 Crawford S-2 Cobb 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

4-16 CHI* 1 9 Schaefer D-2 Rossman 

  2 9 Cobb D-2 Rossman 

  3 10 Schmidt SF-1 McIntyre 

  4 10 O’Leary (2nd) FO + E-2 (mc) (McIntyre) 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

4-17 CLE 1 6 McIntyre S-2 Cobb 

  2 6 Schaefer S-2 Cobb 

  3 6 Crawford SOFC-1 Rossman 

  4 7 O’Leary S-1 Schaefer 

  5 9 O’Leary S-1 Schaefer 

  6 9 Mullin S-1 Cobb 

  7 11 McIntyre GO-1 Crawford 

  8 11 Schaefer S-1 Cobb 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

4-20 CLE 1 4 Schmidt S-1 Malloy 

  2 5 Schaefer S-1 Rossman 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

4-21 STL 1 1 McIntyre FCFO-1 Cobb 

  2 1 Schaefer (3rd) fO(2) + E-2 (wts) (Coughlin) 
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  3 3 Crawford (2nd) SOE-3 (fg) (Cobb) 

  4 3 Cobb (2nd) SOE-5 (wtf) (Rossman) 

  5 5 Crawford S-1 Coughlin 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

4-22 STL 1 1 Schaefer (3rd) E-2 (wts) ——- 

  2 1 Crawford D-1 Cobb 

  3 4 Rossman S-1 O’Leary 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

4-23 STL 1 1 Schaefer S-1 Crawford 

  2 2 O’Leary S-1 Killian 

  3 2 Killian T-1 McIntyre 

  4 2 McIntyre (3rd) 2-out SOE-4 (fg) (Schaefer) 

  5 8 Cobb S-1 Rossman 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

4-24 CLE* 1 7 Crawford (3rd) 1-out SOFC + E-2 (wtt) (Rossman) 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

4-25 CLE* 1 2 Schmidt W-1 McIntyre 

  2 4 Coughlin SF-1 O’Leary 

  3 10 Crawford HR-1 Crawford 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

4-27 CLE* 1 6 Schaefer GO-1 Cobb 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

4-28 CLE* 1 1 Schaefer S-1 Cobb 

  2 3 McIntyre FCFO-1 Cobb 

  3 3 Schaefer D-2 Rossman 

  4 3 Cobb D-2 Rossman 

  5 3 Rossman K + dts (Coughlin) 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

4-29 CHI 1 1 McIntyre S-1 Cobb 

  2 1 Schaefer S + FC (Cobb) 

  3 3 McIntyre D-1 Crawford 
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Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

5-1 CHI 1 1 McIntyre D-2 Cobb 

  2 1 Schaefer D-2 Cobb 

  3 3 Schaefer T-2 Cobb 

  4 3 Crawford T-2 Cobb 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

5-4 STL* 1 1 Crawford S-1 Rossman 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

5-5 STL* 1 2 Rossman SF-1 O’Leary 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

5-9 (1) CLE* 1 1 McIntyre HR-2 Crawford 

  2 1 Crawford HR-2 Crawford 

  3 3 Summers S-1 Crawford 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

5-9 (2) CLE* 1 1 Schaefer D-1 Cobb 

  2 2 Schmidt S-2 McIntyre 

  3 2 O’Leary S-2 McIntyre 

  4 2 Mullin SF-1 Schaefer 

  5 3 Cobb S-1 Coughlin 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

5-10 (1) STL* 1 3 McIntyre S-1 Crawford 

  2 6 Crawford S-1 Coughlin 

  3 6 Rossman (2nd) 1-out SOE-1 (wtf) (Payne) 

  4 6 Payne S-2 Donovan 

  5 6 O’Leary S-2 Donovan 

  6 8 Cobb S-1 Payne 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

5-10 (2) STL* 1 1 Schaefer (3rd) 2-out SOE-1 (mc) (Rossman) 

  2 1 Crawford (2nd) 2-out SOE-1 (mc) (Rossman) 

  3 2 O’Leary W-1 Schaefer 

  4 2 Killian S-2 Crawford 
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  5 2 McIntyre S-2 Crawford 

  6 2 Schaefer SF-1 Cobb 

  7 4 Schaefer S-1 Cobb 

  8 4 Crawford S-2 Rossman 

  9 4 Cobb S-2 Rossman 

  10 6 Crawford S-1 Cobb 

  11 8 McIntyre IS-1 Cobb 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

5-12 BOS* 1 4 Crawford S-1 Cobb 

  2 8 Jones SF-1 McIntyre 

  3 8 O’Leary T-2 Crawford 

  4 8 Schaefer T-2 Crawford 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

5-13 BOS* 1 1 Crawford S-1 Rossman 

  2 2 Schmidt (3rd) mf + FCFO (McIntyre) 

  3 3 Cobb S-1 Rossman 

  4 3 Rossman S-2 Killefer 

  5 3 Coughlin S-2 Killefer 

  6 4 Crawford S-1 Cobb 

  7 4 Cobb D-1 Rossman 

  8 9 Crawford S-1 Cobb 

  9 9 Cobb D-1 Rossman 

  10 9 Rossman S-1 Coughlin 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

5-15 BOS* 1 3 Killian SF-1 Schaefer 

  2 7 Cobb GO-1 Schmidt 

  3 7 Rossman S-2 Killefer 

  4 7 Coughlin S-2 Killefer 

  5 7 Killefer S-1 Killian 

  6 8 Schaefer SF-1 Cobb 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 
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5-16 NY* 1 3 O’Leary (3rd) 1-out 1-RBI grounder + E-6 (fg) Schaefer 

  2 3 Schaefer E-5 (wt) ——- 

  3 3 Crawford WP ——- 

  4 4 Rossman S-1 Thomas 

  5 9 Coughlin S-2 O’Leary 

  6 9 Schmidt S-2 O’Leary 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

5-18 NY* 1 2 Cobb S-1 Rossman 

  2 2 Coughlin S-1 O’Leary 

  3 2 Schmidt S-2 Mullin 

  4 2 O’Leary S-2 Mullin 

  5 2 Mullin D-1 Schaefer 

  6 2 McIntyre SF-1 Crawford 

  7 7 Schaefer SF-1 Cobb 

  8 8 Schmidt S-1 Mullin 

  9 8 O’Leary D-3 Crawford 

  10 8 Mullin D-3 Crawford 

  11 8 McIntyre D-3 Crawford 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

5-19 NY* 1 8 Rossman S-1 Willett 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

5-21 WAS* —- —- ——- ——- ——- 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

5-22 WAS* 1 9 Coughlin S-1 Mullin 

  2 9 Thomas D-2 McIntyre 

  3 9 Mullin D-2 McIntyre 

  4 9 McIntyre (2nd) SOE-6 (fg) (Schaefer) 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

5-23 WAS* 1 1 Schaefer WP ——- 

  2 1 Crawford S-1 Rossman 

  3 7 Schmidt S-1 Killian 
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Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

5-25 WAS* 1 3 Payne (1st) sac + SOE-1 (wtf) (Donovan) 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

5-26 PHI* 1 7 Schaefer (1st) sac + SOE-2 (wtf) (Crawford) 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

5-27 PHI* 1 1 McIntyre HBP-1 Rossman 

  2 6 Rossman S-1 Downs 

  3 6 Coughlin (1st) S + E-8 (fpu) (Downs) 

  4 6 Downs S + E-8 (fpu) (Downs) 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

5-28 PHI* 1 2 Rossman D-2 Schmidt 

  2 2 Jones D-2 Schmidt 

  3 2 Schmidt S-2 Schaefer 

  4 2 Downs S-2 Schaefer 

  5 2 McIntyre S-1 Crawford 

  6 2 Schaefer “SB” ——- 

  7 6 Schmidt S-1 Downs 

  8 7 McIntyre (3rd) 2-out SOE-6 (fg) (Cobb) 

  9 9 Summers S-2 Crawford 

  10 9 McIntyre S-2 Crawford 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

5-30 (1) CHI 1 1 McIntyre S-2 Cobb 

  2 1 Schaefer S-2 Cobb 

  3 1 Crawford S-2 Coughlin 

  4 1 Cobb S-2 Coughlin 

  5 3 Rossman SF-1 Payne 

  6 6 McIntyre S-1 Schaefer 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

5-30 (2) CHI 1 2 Cobb D-2 Schmidt 

  2 2 Rossman D-2 Schmidt 

  3 2 Coughlin S-2 McIntyre 
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  4 2 Schmidt S-2 McIntyre 

  5 5 Schaefer T-1 Crawford 

  6 5 Crawford S-1 Rossman 

  7 7 McIntyre D-1 Cobb 

  8 7 Cobb S-1 Rossman 

  9 8 Schmidt GO-1 McIntyre 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

5-31 (1) CHI —- —- ——- ——- ——- 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

5-31 (2) CHI 1 1 McIntyre SF-1 Cobb 

  2 6 Cobb S-1 Coughlin 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

6-1 CLE 1 4 Cobb T-1 Rossman 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

6-2 (1) CLE 1 3 Mullin HR-1 Mullin 

  2 9 Crawford SF-1 Rossman 

  3 9 Cobb S-1 Coughlin 

  4 9 Coughlin D-1 Downs 

  5 9 Downs S-1 Mullin 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

6-2 (2) CLE 1 1 Schaefer HR-1 Schaefer 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

6-3 CLE 1 8 Willett GDP-1 Schaefer 

  2 9 Rossman S-1 Schmidt 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

6-4 BOS 1 9 Cobb GO-1 Rossman 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

6-5 BOS 1 2 Killefer GO-1 Downs 

  2 3 McIntyre SF-1 Crawford 

  3 3 Schaefer (2nd) SB + E-5 (mc) ——- 

  4 3 Cobb S-1 Killefer 
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  5 3 Killefer S-2 Downs 

  6 3 Schmidt S-2 Downs 

  7 9 Schmidt SOE-6 (wtf) (Schmidt) 

  8 9 Killian T-1 McIntyre 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

6-6 BOS 1 1 Crawford SOE-6 (wtf) (Crawford) 

  2 1 Cobb (3rd) 2-out SOE-6 (fg) (Killefer) 

  3 3 Crawford HR-1 Crawford 

  4 5 Schaefer T-1 Rossman 

  5 5 Rossman IS-1 Killefer 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

6-7 BOS 1 1 McIntyre HR-2 Crawford 

  2 1 Crawford HR-2 Crawford 

  3 1 Cobb IS + E-5 (wtf) (Cobb) 

  4 4 Coughlin S-2 Siever 

  5 4 Thomas S-2 Siever 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

6-9 NY 1 2 Cobb S-1 Coughlin 

  2 3 Schaefer S-1 Cobb 

  3 6 Cobb SF-1 Coughlin 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

6-10 NY 1 3 Schmidt S-1 McIntyre 

  2 4 Cobb S-1 Jones 

  3 4 Jones D-1 Schmidt 

  4 8 Crawford SF-1 Cobb 

  5 10 Crawford T-2 Schmidt 

  6 10 Jones T-2 Schmidt 

  7 12 Cobb S-1 Killefer 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

6-11 NY 1 5 Cobb S-1 Killefer 

  2 6 O’Leary SF-1 Schaefer 
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  3 8 O’Leary S-1 Crawford 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

6-12 NY 1 3 O’Leary (3rd) 2-out SOE-4 (fg) (Crawford) 

  2 3 McIntyre “SB” ——- 

  3 5 Crawford S-1 Jones 

  4 5 Jones S-1 O’Leary 

  5 5 Killefer (2nd) S + E-2 (mc) (O’Leary) 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

6-13 PHI 1 6 Crawford W-1 Killefer 

  2 6 Cobb S-1 O’Leary 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

6-14 PHI 1 2 Jones W-1 O’Leary 

  2 2 Killefer FCFO-1 Killian 

  3 2 Schmidt S-1 McIntyre 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

6-16 PHI 1 1 McIntyre S-1 Crawford 

  2 3 Crawford S-1 Jones 

  3 3 Cobb S-1 Killefer 

  4 3 Jones S-2 Willett 

  5 3 Killefer S-2 Willett 

  6 4 Jones S-1 Killefer 

  7 8 McIntyre S-1 Crawford 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

6-17 PHI 1 6 McIntyre S-2 Cobb 

  2 6 Schaefer S-2 Cobb 

  3 6 Crawford T-2 Jones 

  4 6 Cobb T-2 Jones 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

6-18 WAS —- —- ——- ——- ——- 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

6-20 WAS 1 2 Cobb (3rd) 0-out SOE-9 (mf) (Jones) 
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  2 2 Jones GO-1 Schmidt 

  3 6 Schaefer D-1 Cobb 

  4 6 Crawford (3rd) 2-out SOFC-1 Coughlin 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

6-21 WAS 1 1 McIntyre FO + E-5 (wtf) (Crawford) 

  2 1 Cobb S-1 Jones 

  3 2 Coughlin D-1 Summers 

  4 2 Killefer SF-1 McIntyre 

  5 2 Summers D-1 Schaefer 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

6-22 CHI 1 6 McIntyre S-1 Cobb 

  2 8 McIntyre S-1 Crawford 

  3 8 Schaefer WP ——- 

  4 8 Crawford SF-1 Coughlin 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

6-23 CHI 1 1 McIntyre S-1 Cobb 

  2 1 Cobb SB ——- 

  3 5 Schaefer S-1 Crawford 

  4 6 Jones (2nd) sac + E-5 (wtf) (Schmidt) 

  5 6 Coughlin (1st) sac + E-5 (wtf) (Schmidt) 

  6 6 Schmidt (3rd) E-1 (wtt) ——- 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

6-24 STL 1 6 Schaefer GO-1 Cobb 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

6-25 STL 1 4 Jones S-1 Coughlin 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

6-26 STL 1 1 McIntyre D-1 Crawford 

  2 8 Crawford (2nd) S-1 +E-9 (fpu) [Cobb —> 2nd] Cobb 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

6-27 STL 1 6 McIntyre D-1 Cobb 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 
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6-28 CHI* 1 2 Cobb FCFO-1 Thomas 

  2 2 Thomas S-1 Mullin 

  3 2 O’Leary HR-4 Schaefer 

  4 2 Mullin HR-4 Schaefer 

  5 2 McIntyre HR-4 Schaefer 

  6 2 Schaefer HR-4 Schaefer 

  7 3 Rossman SOE-7 (mf) + E-5 (wt) (Rossman) 

  8 5 Crawford S-1 Cobb 

  9 6 McIntyre S + E-5 (mc) (Crawford) 

  10 6 Crawford S-1 Rossman 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

6-30 CHI* 1 4 Schaefer S-1 Rossman 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

7-1 CHI* 1 1 Schaefer D-1 Crawford 

  2 2 O’Leary D-1 Killian 

  3 5 Schaefer D-1 Crawford 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

7-2 CLE* 1 1 McIntyre S-2 Cobb 

  2 1 Crawford S-2 Cobb 

  3 2 Schmidt (2nd) 0-out SOE-5 (fg) (O’Leary) 

  4 2 O’Leary S-2 Schaefer 

  5 2 McIntyre S-2 Schaefer 

  6 3 Cobb GO-1 Coughlin 

  7 5 Cobb SF-1 Rossman 

  8 7 Crawford HR-1 Crawford 

  9 7 Rossman HR-1 Rossman 

  10 9 McIntyre D-1 Crawford 

  11 9 Crawford T-1 Rossman 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

7-3 CLE* 1 7 O’Leary T-2 McIntyre 

  2 7 Donovan T-2 McIntyre 
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  3 7 McIntyre SF-1 Crawford 

  4 9 Donovan T-2 Crawford 

  5 9 Schaefer T-2 Crawford 

  6 9 Crawford T-1 Cobb 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

7-4 (1) CLE* 1 2 Coughlin S-1 Schmidt 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

7-4 (2) CLE* 1 1 Schaefer SB ——- 

  2 6 McIntyre S-1 Schaefer 

  3 8 McIntyre GO-1 Schaefer 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

7-5 CHI* 1 1 McIntyre D-1 Crawford 

  2 6 Rossman S-1 Thomas 

  3 6 Downs S-1 O’Leary 

  4 9 McIntyre S-2 Cobb 

  5 9 Coughlin S-2 Cobb 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

7-7 (1) NY* 1 1 McIntyre T-2 Cobb 

  2 1 Crawford T-2 Cobb 

  3 1 Cobb (3rd) 1-out 1-RBI grounder + E-6 (fg) Rossman 

  4 4 Thomas S-1 O’Leary 

  5 4 O’Leary S-1 Willett 

  6 8 Cobb S-1 Schmidt 

  7 8 Coughlin T-2 O’Leary 

  8 8 Schmidt T-2 O’Leary 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

7-7 (2) NY* 1 1 McIntyre FCFO-1 Cobb 

  2 1 Cobb D-1 Rossman 

  3 2 McIntyre S-1 Crawford 

  4 2 Schaefer (1st) S + E-8 (fpu) (Crawford) 

  5 2 Crawford (3rd) E-4 (mc) ——- 
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  6 2 Cobb (1st) SB + E-4 (mc) ——- 

  7 4 McIntyre T-2 Cobb 

  8 4 Crawford T-2 Cobb 

  9 6 Donovan T-1 Schaefer 

  10 6 Schaefer SF-1 Crawford 

  11 9 Crawford S-1 Rossman 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

7-8 NY* 1 1 McIntyre HR-2 Cobb 

  2 1 Cobb HR-2 Cobb 

  3 3 McIntyre (2nd) S-1 Schaefer 

  4 6 Cobb SB ——- 

  5 6 Coughlin S-1 Downs 

  6 6 Downs (1st) 2-out SOE-8 (mf) (Mullin) 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

7-9 NY* 1 1 Schaefer S-1 Crawford 

  2 3 Crawford D-2 Rossman 

  3 3 Cobb D-2 Rossman 

  4 5 McIntyre (3rd) 0-out SOE-5 (mf) (Cobb) 

  5 5 Schaefer SF-1 Rossman 

  6 6 Downs (2nd) 1-out SOE-6 (wtf) (McIntyre) 

  7 9 Schaefer SF-1 Cobb 

  8 9 Crawford S-1 Jones 

  9 9 Rossman HBP-1 Downs 

  10 9 Jones HBP-1 Thomas 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

7-10 NY* 1 1 Schaefer S-1 Crawford 

  2 1 Crawford D-1 Cobb 

  3 4 Coughlin D-1 Schmidt 

  4 4 Schmidt HR-2 Downs 

  5 4 Downs HR-2 Downs 

  6 5 Crawford WP ——- 
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  7 9 Crawford S-2 Schmidt 

  8 9 Cobb S-2 Schmidt 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

7-11 BOS* 1 2 Rossman S-1 Downs 

  2 2 Payne (3rd) 2-out SOE-5 (mf) (Donovan) 

  3 2 Downs (2nd) 2-out SOE-5 (mf) (Donovan) 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

7-13 (1) BOS* 1 1 Crawford T-1 Cobb 

  2 1 Cobb PB ——- 

  3 8 McIntyre S-1 Crawford 

  4 8 Crawford (3rd) E-3 (wts) ——- 

  5 9 Downs IS-1 Crawford 

  6 9 Killian IS-1 Cobb 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

7-13 (2) BOS* 1 2 Rossman S-1 Coughlin 

  2 8 Suggs S-1 Schaefer 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

7-14 BOS* 1 4 Crawford (2nd) SF-1 Rossman 

  2 8 Schaefer T-2 Cobb 

  3 8 Crawford T-2 Cobb 

  4 10 Schaefer SF-1 Crawford 

  5 10 Cobb HR-1 Cobb 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

7-15 BOS* 1 1 Schaefer T-1 Crawford 

  2 1 Crawford SF-1 Cobb 

  3 6 McIntyre WP ——- 

  4 8 McIntyre (3rd) 1-out SOFC + E-2 (mc) (Crawford) 

  5 8 Schaefer (2nd) 1-out SOFC + E-2 (mc) (Crawford) 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

7-16 PHI* 1 4 Schaefer WP ——- 

  2 5 Coughlin W-1 McIntyre 
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  3 8 Schaefer IS-1 Cobb 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

7-17 PHI* 1 1 McIntyre S-2 Cobb 

  2 1 Schaefer S-2 Cobb 

  3 1 Crawford S-1 Rossman 

  4 1 Cobb S-1 Schmidt 

  5 2 Schaefer D-1 Cobb 

  6 2 Cobb S-1 Rossman 

  7 3 McIntyre W-1 Cobb 

  8 4 Coughlin D-1 Downs 

  9 4 Downs S-1 Summers 

  10 4 Summers S-1 Schaefer 

  11 4 Schaefer D-1 Crawford 

  12 4 Crawford (3rd) E-6 (wtt) ——- 

  13 4 Cobb T-1 Rossman 

  14 6 Schaefer (2nd) IS + E-6 (wt) (Crawford) 

  15 7 Schmidt D-1 Downs 

  16 7 Downs (2nd) 2-out SOE-3 (fg) (McIntyre) 

  17 7 McIntyre D-1 Schaefer 

  18 7 Schaefer T-1 Crawford 

  19 7 Crawford T-1 Cobb 

  20 8 Rossman D-1 Coughlin 

  21 8 Coughlin GO-1 Killefer 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

7-18 PHI* 1 3 McIntyre T-1 Schaefer 

  2 3 Schaefer SF-1 Cobb 

  3 5 Mullin S-1 Crawford 

  4 6 Coughlin SF-1 Schmidt 

  5 8 Cobb SF-1 Rossman 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

7-20 PHI* 1 1 Schaefer S-1 Cobb 
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  2 2 Rossman S-1 Downs 

  3 7 Coughlin D-1 Downs 

  4 7 Thomas SF-1 Donovan 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

7-21 WAS* 1 4 Cobb (1st) FCFO +E-3 (wtf) (Rossman) 

  2 6 Schaefer HR-1 Schaefer 

  3 8 Crawford HR-2 Cobb 

  4 8 Cobb HR-2 Cobb 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

7-22 WAS* 1 1 Crawford S-1 Cobb 

  2 3 Crawford (3rd) FCFO-2 Coughlin 

  3 3 Cobb (2nd) FCFO-2 Coughlin 

  4 4 Schmidt T-1 Downs 

  5 4 Downs S-1 McIntyre 

  6 4 McIntyre S-1 Cobb 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

7-23 WAS* 1 2 Coughlin T-2 Downs 

  2 2 Schmidt T-2 Downs 

  3 2 Downs S-1 Willett 

  4 5 Rossman S-1 Schmidt 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

7-24 CLE* 1 3 Schaefer D-1 Crawford 

  2 5 Downs (3rd) 2-out SOE-6 (wtf) (Schaefer) 

  3 8 Schaefer HR-2 Crawford 

  4 8 Crawford HR-2 Crawford 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

7-25 NY 1 1 McIntyre S-1 Cobb 

  2 3 McIntyre S-1 Cobb 

  3 8 Schaefer T-2 Cobb 

  4 8 Crawford T-2 Cobb 

  5 8 Cobb SF-1 Rossman 
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Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

7-26 NY 1 1 McIntyre T-2 Cobb 

  2 1 Crawford T-2 Cobb 

  3 1 Cobb S-1 Rossman 

  4 3 Crawford S-1 Coughlin 

  5 3 Rossman S-1 Schmidt 

  6 8 Cobb (3rd) E-2 (wtt) ——- 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

7-27 NY 1 7 Coughlin W-1 McIntyre 

  2 7 Downs (3rd) IS-1 Schaefer 

  3 7 Willett (2nd) IS + E-6 (wts) (Schaefer) 

  4 7 McIntyre (1st) IS + E-6 (wts) + E-3 (wtt) (Schaefer) 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

7-30 BOS 1 1 Schaefer BS-1 Cobb 

  2 1 Cobb (2nd) IS + E-6 (wth) (Rossman) 

  3 4 Rossman (2nd) S +E-3 (wtt) (Schmidt) 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

7-31 BOS 1 2 Coughlin FCFO-1 Summers 

  2 2 Thomas WP ——- 

  3 2 Summers S-1 McIntyre 

  4 9 Schmidt FCFO-1 Schaefer 

  5 9 Killefer (2nd) FCFO + E-6 (wtf) (Schaefer) 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

8-1 BOS 1 2 Cobb S-1 Coughlin 

  2 6 Coughlin D-1 Downs 

  3 7 McIntyre S-1 Crawford 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

8-2 BOS 1 7 Coughlin T-1 Schmidt 

  2 7 Schmidt S-1 Downs 

  3 7 Downs S-1 Schaefer 

  4 8 Crawford D-1 Rossman 
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Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

8-4 PHI 1 1 Schaefer IS + E-1 (wtf) (Schaefer) 

  2 4 Crawford (3rd) 0-out SOE-7 (mf) (McIntyre) 

  3 4 McIntyre S-1 Coughlin 

  4 6 McIntyre SF-1 Schmidt 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

8-5 PHI 1 2 McIntyre S-1 Coughlin 

  2 6 Mullin S-1 Crawford 

  3 6 Schaefer S-2 Rossman 

  4 6 Crawford S-2 Rossman 

  5 8 Crawford T-1 McIntyre 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

8-7 PHI —- —- ——- ——- ——- 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

8-8 WAS 1 1 Schaefer D-2 Rossman 

  2 1 McIntyre D-2 Rossman 

  3 1 Rossman S-1 Coughlin 

  4 3 McIntyre S-1 Thomas 

  5 3 Rossman WP ——- 

  6 3 Coughlin S-1 Downs 

  7 3 Thomas S-1 Willett 

  8 3 Downs S-1 Jones 

  9 4 Crawford D-1 Rossman 

  10 5 Thomas S-1 Willett 

  11 5 Downs SOFC + E-1 (wth) (Schaefer) 

  12 5 Willett S-2 McIntyre 

  13 5 Schaefer S-2 McIntyre 

  14 5 Crawford IS-1 Coughlin 

  15 5 Rossman PB ——- 

  16 6 Downs S-1 Schaefer 

  17 6 Schaefer T-1 Crawford 
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  18 6 Crawford D-1 McIntyre 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

8-9 WAS 1 2 Rossman S-1 Downs 

  2 2 Downs D-1 Killian 

  3 3 Crawford SF-1 Rossman 

  4 5 Cobb D-1 Rossman 

  5 7 Cobb D-1 Rossman 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

8-10 WAS 1 6 Schaefer S-2 Rossman 

  2 6 Crawford S-2 Rossman 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

8-11 WAS 1 1 McIntyre SF-1 Cobb 

  2 4 Cobb S-1 Rossman 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

8-14 BOS* 1 5 Willett S-2 Schaefer 

  2 5 McIntyre S-2 Schaefer 

  3 5 Crawford S-1 Rossman 

  4 7 McIntyre SF-1 Crawford 

  5 8 Rossman SF-1 O’Leary 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

8-15 BOS* 1 5 Mullin S-1 McIntyre 

  2 7 Rossman SF-1 O’Leary 

  3 7 Schmidt (3rd) E-4 (mc) ——- 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

8-17 BOS* 1 9 McIntyre (1st) S + E-4 (wtf) (Crawford) 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

8-18 NY* 1 1 McIntyre T-1 Cobb 

  2 4 Cobb D-1 Rossman 

  3 4 Rossman S-1 Schmidt 

  4 4 Schmidt S-1 O’Leary 

  5 5 McIntyre (1st) 2-out SOE-9 (mf) (Cobb) 
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  6 6 Coughlin (2nd) FCFO + E-4 (wtf) (O’Leary) 

  7 6 O’Leary FCFO + E-4 (wtf) (O’Leary) 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

8-19 NY* —- —- ——- ——- ——- 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

8-20 NY* 1 1 McIntyre T-1 Crawford 

  2 7 O’Leary BS-1 Schaefer 

  3 7 Schaefer (3rd) 2-out SOE-6 (wtf) (Crawford) 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

8-21 WAS* 1 2 Schmidt SB ——- 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

8-22 WAS* 1 3 Schaefer S-1 Crawford 

  2 3 Crawford T-1 Cobb 

  3 3 Cobb SF-1 Schmidt 

  4 7 McIntyre S-1 Crawford 

  5 8 Rossman T + E-6 (wt) (Rossman) 

  6 9 McIntyre (2nd) SOE-6 (fg) (Crawford) 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

8-24 WAS* 1 6 Crawford T-1 Cobb 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

8-28 (1) PHI* 1 11 Crawford HR-1 Crawford 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

8-28 (2) PHI* 1 1 McIntyre S-1 Crawford 

  2 9 Rossman SF-1 O’Leary 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

8-29 (1) PHI* —- —- ——- ——- ——- 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

8-29 (2) PHI* 1 1 McIntyre S-1 Cobb 

  2 1 Cobb S-1 Rossman 

  3 8 Crawford S-1 Rossman 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

8-30 CLE 1 3 Schaefer GO-1 Crawford 
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Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

8-31 CLE 1 3 Coughlin S-1 O’Leary 

  2 4 Jones FCFO-1 Schmidt 

  3 6 Schaefer S-1 Jones 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

9-1 CLE —- —- ——- ——- ——- 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

9-2 CLE 1 5 Schmidt D-1 Downs 

  2 5 Downs D-1 Schaefer 

  3 5 McIntyre (3rd) 0-out SOE-7 (mf) (Jones) 

  4 5 Schaefer (2nd) 0-out SOE-7 (mf) (Jones) 

  5 5 Jones S-1 Cobb 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

9-3 CLE 1 4 Schmidt S-1 McIntyre 

  2 9 Crawford T + E-6 (wth) (Crawford) 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

9-4 STL* 1 1 McIntyre S-1 Cobb 

  2 8 Jones SF-1 Crawford 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

9-5 STL* 1 10 Schmidt S-1 Downs 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

9-6 STL* 1 1 Schaefer S-1 Rossman 

  2 1 Crawford PB ——- 

  3 2 Coughlin D-1 McIntyre 

  4 5 Cobb S-1 Thomas 

  5 6 Schaefer (2nd) IS-1 Cobb 

  6 6 Crawford (1st) IS + E-1 (wth) (Cobb) 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

9-7 (1) STL 1 1 McIntyre SF-1 Crawford 

  2 8 Schaefer S-1 Rossman 

  3 8 Cobb SF-1 Jones 
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  4 8 Rossman D-1 Downs 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

9-7 (2) STL 1 5 Schmidt W-1 Mullin 

  2 5 Coughlin S-2 McIntyre 

  3 5 Downs S-2 McIntyre 

  4 5 Mullin D-2 Crawford 

  5 5 McIntyre D-2 Crawford 

  6 5 Schaefer D-2 Cobb 

  7 5 Crawford D-2 Cobb 

  8 7 Schaefer SF-1 Rossman 

  9 7 Crawford GO-1 Schmidt 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

9-8 CHI 1 6 Schaefer S-1 Cobb 

  2 7 Downs SF-1 Jones 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

9-9 CHI 1 3 Jones GO-1 Crawford 

  2 4 Schmidt GO-1 Jones 

  3 7 Schaefer S-1 Crawford 

  4 7 Crawford (2nd) SOFC + E-1 (wtt) (Rossman) 

  5 7 Cobb (1st) SOFC + E-1 (wtt) + E-7 (wth) (Rossman) 

  6 7 Rossman SOFC + E-1 (wtt) + E-7 (wth) + E-2 (wth) (Rossman) 

  7 12 Cobb S-1 Downs 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

9-10 CHI 1 1 McIntyre GO-1 Cobb 

  2 1 Schaefer T-1 Rossman 

  3 1 Rossman S-1 Thomas 

  4 3 Cobb S-1 Thomas 

  5 9 Schaefer T-1 Crawford 

  6 10 Jones S-1 Schmidt 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

9-11 CHI 1 2 Cobb SF-1 Schmidt 
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  2 8 Crawford D-1 Rossman 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

9-12 CHI 1 1 McIntyre S-1 Crawford 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

9-13 STL* 1 1 McIntyre T-1 Cobb 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

9-14 STL* 1 3 Downs S-1 Schaefer 

  2 6 Schaefer S-1 Cobb 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

9-15 STL* 1 1 McIntyre D-1 Crawford 

  2 1 Schaefer GO-1 Cobb 

  3 1 Crawford (3rd) 1-out 1-RBI grounder + SOE-6 (wtf) Schmidt 

  4 2 McIntyre (1st) S + E-3 (wtt) (Schaefer) 

  5 2 Schaefer S-1 Cobb 

  6 6 Downs S-2 Schaefer 

  7 6 Mullin S-2 Schaefer 

  8 9 McIntyre SF-1 Crawford 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

9-16 STL* 1 1 McIntyre FCFO-1 Crawford 

  2 3 McIntyre T-1 Schaefer 

  3 3 Schaefer S-1 Cobb 

  4 9 Killefer S-1 Summers 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

9-17 NY 1 1 McIntyre D-1 Crawford 

  2 3 Crawford (2nd) S-1 Schmidt 

  3 3 Cobb (1st) S + E-7 (wth) (Schmidt) 

  4 3 Schmidt S + E-7 (wth) (Schmidt) 

  5 5 Cobb S-1 Schmidt 

  6 5 Rossman S-1 Killefer 

  7 5 Schmidt GO-1 Downs 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 
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9-18 NY 1 7 Cobb (2nd) IS + E-6 (wtf) (Schmidt) 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

9-19 NY 1 2 Cobb SF-1 Schmidt 

  2 4 Crawford GO-1 Rossman 

  3 4 Cobb S-1 Schmidt 

  4 5 Mullin T-1 McIntyre 

  5 5 McIntyre SF-1 Schaefer 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

9-20 NY 1 6 Crawford S-1 Rossman 

  2 6 Cobb GO-1 Schmidt 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

9-21 BOS 1 6 Schaefer SOE-5 (wtf) (Schaefer) 

  2 9 Schaefer GO-1 Cobb 

  3 9 Crawford SF-1 Rossman 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

9-22 BOS 1 3 Schaefer GO-1 Crawford 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

9-23 BOS 1 6 Rossman GO-1 Schmidt 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

9-24 PHI 1 1 McIntyre WP ——- 

  2 1 Cobb SB ——- 

  3 7 Bush WP ——- 

  4 8 Schaefer S-1 Mullin 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

9-25 (1) PHI 1 1 Bush (2nd) SOE-3 (mc) (Crawford) 

  2 7 Schaefer GO-1 Downs 

  3 8 Bush (1st) D + E-9 (wt) (Crawford) 

  4 8 Crawford S-1 Rossman 

  5 8 Cobb GO-1 Schaefer 

  6 8 Rossman HR-2 Schmidt 

  7 8 Schmidt HR-2 Schmidt 
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Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

9-25 (2) PHI 1 10 Rossman HR-1 Rossman 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

9-26 PHI 1 1 Bush S-1 Cobb 

  2 7 Schmidt D-2 Donovan 

  3 7 Downs D-2 Donovan 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

9-27 PHI 1 3 McIntyre D-1 Cobb 

  2 3 Cobb (2nd) SOFC + rundown (Rossman) 

  3 6 Rossman S-1 Schmidt 

  4 7 Bush (2nd) SOE-6 (wtf) (Crawford) 

  5 8 Schaefer (2nd) SB + E-2 (wtt) ——- 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

9-28 WAS 1 1 Bush D-1 Crawford 

  2 2 Schaefer S-1 Downs 

  3 6 Bush S-1 Rossman 

  4 7 Schmidt S-1 Downs 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

9-29 (1) WAS 1 1 Bush S-2 Rossman 

  2 1 Crawford S-2 Rossman 

  3 8 Crawford SF-1 Schaefer 

  4 8 Cobb Sf-1 Schmidt 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

9-29 (2) WAS 1 1 McIntyre S-2 Rossman 

  2 1 Bush S-2 Rossman 

  3 1 Crawford GO-1 Schaefer 

  4 2 Summers S-1 Bush 

  5 4 Schmidt GO-1 McIntyre 

  6 4 Downs (3rd) E-2 (wtt) ——- 

  7 6 Schmidt GO-1 Summers 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 
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9-30 WAS 1 1 Crawford S-2 Schaefer 

  2 1 Cobb S-2 Schaefer 

  3 3 Crawford (3rd) SOFC-1 + E-3 (wth) Schmidt 

  4 3 Cobb (2nd) SOFC + E-3 (wth) (Schmidt) 

  5 3 Schaefer D-2 Downs 

  6 3 Schmidt D-2 Downs 

  7 6 McIntyre S-1 Crawford 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

10-2 STL 1 1 McIntyre D-2 Cobb 

  2 1 Bush D-2 Cobb 

  3 1 Cobb (2nd) SB + E-2 (wtt) ——- 

  4 7 Jones S-2 Rossman 

  5 7 Crawford S-2 Rossman 

  6 9 Bush D-1 Crawford 

  7 9 Cobb D-1 Rossman 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

10-3 STL 1 1 McIntyre (3rd) 1-out 1-RBI grounder + E-6 (fg) Cobb 

  2 1 Bush GO-1 Rossman 

  3 1 Cobb BS-1 Schaefer 

  4 7 Schmidt (3rd) SOE-8 (mf — short center) (Donovan) 

  5 7 Donovan S-2 Bush 

  6 7 McIntyre S-2 Bush 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

10-4 CHI* 1 9 Crawford S-1 Schaefer 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

10-5 CHI* 1 6 Downs FCFO-1 Bush 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 

10-6 CHI* 1 1 McIntyre T-2 Cobb 

  2 1 Crawford T-2 Cobb 

  3 1 Cobb (3rd) 1-out SOE-3 (fg) (Rossman) 

  4 1 Rossman S-1 Schaefer 
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  5 2 Crawford (3rd) E-3 (mc) ——- 

  6 9 McIntyre S-1 Crawford 

  7 9 Bush GO-1 Rossman 

Date OPP R # Inn R-Scorer R-Event R-Batter 
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Appendix 2 — Information for the Runs Scored by the 1908 Detroit Tigers as Consequence of 
Cobb Being the Batter, but Not Earning Credit for a Run Batted In. 
 
April 21, 1908 — Detroit vs. St. Louis — Detroit scored 5 runs 
 
First Inning — Detroit scored 2 runs 
 
DFP — “The Tigers filled the bases to start their first inning, on hits by McIntyre and Crawford, with a pass to 
Schaefer sandwiched. Cobb forced Crawford, McIntyre scoring. Rossman hit to Bailey, who tried to catch 
Schaefer off third. He failed and the sacks were full. Coughlin’s offering was a tall foul. Stephens snatched it. Then 
he tried to nail Cobb, who was dancing  up the line from second, and a bad peg let Schaefer come home. Williams 
threw out Payne.” 
 
DN — “McIntyre opened for Detroit with a single. Schaefer worked Bailey for a base, and then Crawford hit one of 
his healthy slaps to left and the bags were loaded. Cobb forced Crawford, but McIntyre scored. Rossman 
bounced one at Bailey. Schaefer took a lead off third, drawing the throw. He slid back safely before Bailey could 
get him, and the bags were again full. Coughlin fouled and Stephens tried to make a double play at second. The 
ball went wild and Schaefer scored.” 
 
DJ — “McIntyre started with a clean hit. Schaefer walked and Crawford’s short hit filled all the cushions. Cobb 
grounded to Williams and Crawford was forced at second. , but McIntyre managed to score. Rossman rolled to 
Bailey, who tried to catch Schaefer at third, but failed, and the bases were filled again. Coughlin fouled out. 
Stevens [should be ‘Stephens’] thought at this stage that Cobb had too big a lead off second base and shot the 
ball to Wallace, but the throw rolled into center field and Schaefer scored, Cobb advancing to third. Payne ended 
the inning, however, by tapping a mild grounder to Williams.” 
 
DT — “The Tigers came right back at Bailey and chopped him for swats by McIntyre and Crawford and a pass to 
Schaefer, which, with an infield out and a wild heave to second by Stephens, got them two [runs].”  
 
Third Inning — Detroit scored 2 runs 
 
DFP — “With one gone, Bailey walked Crawford. Crawford stole second, and went home when Cobb’s grounder 
to T. Jones drifted through his hands and feet. Cobb went to second when Williams, who recovered the ball, threw 
to the plate in a futile effort to stop Crawford there. Rossman hit to Ferris, who made a two-base heave over the 
first baseman’s head, Cobb scoring. The next two hitters could not rescue Rossman.” 
 
DN — “Crawford walked with one out and stole second. Cobb’s grounder was poked around by T. Jones until 
Crawford scored. Cobb dashed to second when Williams threw to the plate to get Crawford. Rossman grounded 
to Ferris, who threw way above T. Jones’s head and Cobb scored. Coughlin line to C. Jones and Payne was 
thrown out by Wallace.” 
 
DJ — “With one out, Crawford walked and stole second. He scored when Cobb hit a drive through T. Jones. Cobb 
went to second. Rossman tapped to Ferris, who made a wild throw to T. Jones, and Cobb was able to score. The 
next two men were retired.” 
 
DT — “In the third Bailey’s support threw him down when T. Jones fumbled a grounder and Ferris threw frantically 
to first, and Crawford and Cobb rang the ball, putting the home talent one [run] to the good [4-3].”  
 
Fifth Inning — Detroit scored 1 run 
 
DFP — “Crawford singled in the fifth and went to third on Rossman’s double, after Cobb flied. Coughlin singled 
Crawford home. Payne smashed one at Williams. It got away, but Wallace picked it up close to second, stamped 
the bag and tossed to first, and the inning was over.” 
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DN — “… and in the fifth the Tigers tied the score. A single by Crawford, a double by Rossman, and a single by 
Coughlin did the work.” 
 
DJ — “Crawford opened with a hit. Cobb’s effort was a fly to Wallace. Rossman’s two-bagger put Crawford on 
third, and he scored on Coughlin’s hard drive to left field. Payne hit toward Williams, who booted the ball, but 
Wallace was close by and picked it up and touched second and doubled Payne out at first.” 
 
DT — “Crawford got his second hit, Rossman doubled, and Coughlin batted Crawford home in the fifth. … With 
one out, one run in the barn, and men on first and second in the fifth, Payne hit a very lively grounder to Williams’ 
left. Williams made a rush for it and Wallace ran over to cover second. The second sacker’s hands missed 
connections, but his hoof was right there. It booted the ball straight into Wallace’s hands with much greater 
dispatch than would have been possible had Williams been compelled to handle the ball cleanly and throw, and 
Wallace quite naturally had a double play in front of him, which he simply couldn’t miss.”   
 
SUMMARY of the 5 runs scored by the Tigers (newspaper text descriptions) 
 
1  (First Inning) — McIntyre scored on a 1-RBI fielder’s-choice-force-out by Cobb. 
2 (First Inning) — Schaefer scored (from third base) on fielding error (wild throw to second) by the catcher 
Stephens after he had caught a foul ball hit by Coughlin. 
 
3 (Third Inning) — Crawford scored (from second base) on a fielding error (fumbled grounder) by the first 
baseman T. Jones; the batter, Cobb, was safe on the fielding error. 
4 (Third Inning) — Cobb scored (from second base) on a fielding error (wild throw to first) by the third baseman 
Ferris; the batter, Rossman, was safe on the fielding error. 
 
5 (Fifth Inning) — Crawford scored on a 1-RBI single by Coughlin. 
 
UNOFFICIAL Runs Batted In (This Work): Cobb 1, Coughlin 1.  
 
UNOFFICIAL Runs Batted In (Retrosheet Box Score): Cobb 1, Coughlin 1. 
 
 
April 29, 1908 — Detroit vs. Chicago — Detroit scored 3 runs 
 
First Inning — Detroit scored 2 runs 
 
DFP — “Detroit made two runs in the opener, in which McIntyre walked, Schaefer singled to center and Crawford 
sacrificed. Cobb lifted a fly back of first base, and Donohue and Atz got mixed up on it. The ball fell untouched, 
and McIntyre raced home. While the two infielders were arguing the play, Schaefer, who had gone to third on the 
slip, took the opportunity to sneak home.” … In the “Told About the Tigers” sidebar the following was stated, 
“Cobb’s single in the opener was a funny little fly that somebody should have eaten. It’s loss so riled Donohue and 
Atz that they hadn’t finished their argument when Schaefer sneaked from third to the plate with an unwarranted 
tally.” 
 
DN — No text description of runs; box score only. 
 
CHEX — “McIntyre looked carefully at everything White threw him and passed up four bad ones. Instead of laying 
down the conventional bunt, Schaefer hit sharply over second base. Crawford then did the sacrifice act, Tannehill 
and Donohue disposing of him. Cobb was deceived on a curve ball and then floated one over Donohue. Neither 
Donohue nor Atz could reach the ball on the fly, the latter picking it up after it had settled on the turf. McIntyre had, 
of course, scored. Schaefer was pausing at third base, evidently with no evil intent and Atz continued to squeeze 
the leather covered pelt. Schaefer saw his chance and sprinted for home, making it easily before Atz came out of 
his trance. Rossman then hit to Tannehill and was cut down at first, Cobb being doubled in an attempt to reach 
the third sack.” … It is noted that the headline introducing the above paragraph stated, “Atz’s Mistake Costs a 
Run.” [NOTE: No Chicago player was officially charged with a fielding error in the game. Thus, the run scored by 
Schaefer was the result of a fielder’s choice — i.e., not throwing the ball into the infield to hold Schaefer at third.] 
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CHIO — “Detroit made two runs in the opener, in which McIntyre walked, Schaefer singled to center, and 
Crawford sacrificed. Cobb lifted a fly back of first base, and Donohue and Atz got mixed up on it. The ball fell 
untouched, and McIntyre raced home. While the two infielders were arguing the play, Schaefer, who had gone to 
third on the slip, took the opportunity to sneak home.” 
 
CHRECHLD — “White handed a pass to McIntyre, the first Tiger up, and Schaefer slammed a sizzling grounder 
down past second. Following that Crawford sacrificed, and Cobb popped a Texas Leaguer back of first that fell 
just out of reach of Atz, sending McIntyre over the plate and Schaefer to third. While Atz and Donohue were 
holding a consultation over which one could have captured Cobb’s hit best, Schaefer stole home from third with 
the second run.”   
 
Third Inning — Detroit scored 1 run 
 
DFP — “In the third, a double to left by McIntyre, and a smash past Donohue by Crawford, that good running 
turned into a two-bagger, made another tally.” 
 
DN — No text description of runs; box score only. 
 
CHEX — “McIntyre doubled to left center and Schaefer’s suicidal bunt put him on third. Crawford then hit so 
slowly to right field that he was enabled to take two bases before the ball could be fielded and McIntyre had o 
trouble in scoring. Cobb hit to White and Crawford was killed off at third, while Cobb was plucked a minute later 
trying to steal.” 
 
CHIO — “In the third, a double to left by McIntyre, and a smash past Donohue by Crawford, that good running 
turned into a two-bagger, made another tally.” 
 
CHRECHLD — “McIntyre got to second on a hit to deep left, and Schaefer sacrificed. With the infield drawn in, 
Crawford pushed a hot grounder past Donohue and sent McIntyre home.” 
 
SUMMARY of the 3 runs scored by the Tigers (newspaper text descriptions) 
 
1 (First Inning) — McIntyre scored on a 1-RBI single by Cobb. 
2 (First Inning) — Schaefer scored (from second base) on an infield single by Cobb (which advanced Schaefer to 
third base) coupled with a fielder’s choice (hesitating to throw the ball into the infield). 
 
3 (Third Inning) — McIntyre scored on a 1-RBI double by Crawford. 
 
UNOFFICIAL Runs Batted In (This Work): Cobb 1, Crawford 1.  
 
UNOFFICIAL Runs Batted In (Retrosheet Box Score): Crawford 1, Cobb 1. 
 
 
 
May 28, 1908 — Detroit at Philadelphia — Detroit scored 10 runs 
 
Second Inning — Detroit scored 6 runs 
 
DFP — “Cobb, the first man up in the second, was hit by a pitched ball and Rossman singled to center, Cobb 
getting to third. Rossman started for second. Schreckengost threw to E. Collins and Cobb, who had made a bluff 
to run home, tried to regain third, but was caught by E. Collins’s good throw to J. Collins at third. Coughlin, who 
was at bat, claimed he had not struck at a ball. He argued with so much vigor that he was banished by [umpire] 
Sheridan, and D. Jones was sent to bat in his stead. Jones drew a base on balls, and scored with Rossman when 
Schmidt hit a double over Hartsel’s head. Downs hit to Dygert who made a late throw to J. Collins to head off 
Schmidt. Summers flied to J. Collins and there were two out. Right here McIntyre walked, filling the bases. 
Schaefer singled by Collins, scoring Schmidt and Downs. Schaefer went to second on the throw in. Crawford 
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singled, scoring McIntyre, Schaefer taking third. Crawford stole second, and on the throw down Schaefer counted. 
Cobb closed the inning with a fly to Hartsel.” 
 
DJ — “Cobb was hit by a pitched ball. Rossman hit safely to center field and Cobb hiked all the way to third. 
Rossman tried to steal second, and Schreckengost shot the ball to E. Collins, who, instead of tagging Rossman, 
threw to J. Collins, where Cobb was touched off third. Rossman was safe at second, however. Coughlin was at 
bat and he started such a hot argument with [umpire] Sheridan over an alleged strike that he was chased to the 
bench, and D. Jones had to fill in the gap with two strikes on him and one ball. He waited out three more balls and 
galloped to first. Schmidt laced a two-bagger over Hartsel’s head, and Rossman and Jones crossed the plate. 
Downs grounded to Dygert, who made a belated throw to third in an effort to cut off Schmidt. Summers made it 
two out by sky-scraping a fly to J. Collins. Dygert grew unsteady and walked McIntyre, filling the sacks. Schaefer 
singled past Collins and Schmidt and Downs scored. Crawford singled also, scoring McIntyre and putting 
Schaefer on third. On the double steal Schaefer managed to score. Cobb, who opened the inning, also closed the 
rally with a fly to Hartsel.”  
 
DN — “Cobb was hit on the arm and made third on Rossman’s single. Coughlin was canned for kicking, claiming 
he was hit. D. Jones took his place. Rossman stole, but Cobb was nipped off third. Jones walked. Schmidt 
doubled, scoring Rossman and Jones. Downs hit to Nichols, who was too late to get Schmidt at third. Downs stole 
and McIntyre walked, filling the sacks. Schaefer’s single score two more. Crawford’s single scored McIntyre, and 
Schaefer scored when he worked a double steal with Crawford.” 
 
DT — Nothing at all. 
 
PINQ — “Cobb, the first man up, was hit by a pitched ball and Rossman singled to centre, Cobb going to third. 
Rossman started for second. Schreckengost threw to E. Collins, and Cobb, who had made a bluff to run home, 
tried to regain third, but was caught on E. Collins’s good throw to J. Collins at third. Coughlin claimed that he had 
not struck at a ball which grazed his person. He argued with so much vigor that he was banished by [umpire] 
Sheridan, and D. Jones was sent to bat in his stead. The latter drew a base on balls, and scored with Rossman 
when Schmidt got a double over Hartsel’s head. Downs hit to Nicholls, who made a late throw to J. Collins to head 
off Schmidt. Summers flied to J. Collins, and McIntyre walked, filling the bases. Schaefer singled by J. Collins, 
scoring Schmidt and Downs. Schaefer went to second on the throw in. Crawford singled, scoring McIntyre, 
Schaefer going to third. Crawford stole second and on the throw down Schaefer counted. Cobb closed the inning 
with a fly to Hartsel.” 
 
PPRS — “Dygert started his own troubles in the second inning. He hit Cobb, the first man up, and Cobb scurried 
to third on Rossman’s single. While Coughlin was at bat, he claimed to have been hit by a pitched ball on the 
fingers, but Umpire Sheridan declared that Coughlin had struck at the pitch. The argument ended by Coughlin 
being benched and D. Jones going to bat. When Rossman started to steal second, E. Collins ran in, got a short 
throw, and by a quick toss to J. Collins, retired Cobb at third. D. Jones was given a pass and scored with 
Rossman on Schmidt’s double. On Downs’s grounder Nicholls tried to catch Schmidt at third, but failed. Downs 
stole second. Summers’ out was followed by a pass to McIntyre, filling the bases. Schaefer sent in two runs with a 
single to center. Crawford singled, scoring McIntyre, and the former worked a double steal with Schaefer, the 
latter scoring. Cobb ended the session with a fly to Hartsel.” 
 
PPL — “Cobb was hit by a pitched ball in the second and raced to third when Rossman singled. On an attempted 
double steal, Cobb was caught off third. Umpire Sheridan refused to believe was hit by a pitched ball and put him 
out of the game for kicking. D. Jones took Coughlin’s place at bat and drew a pass to first. Schmidt doubled over 
Hartsel’s head, scoring Rossman and D. Jones. Downs hit to Nicholls, who was too late to catch Schmidt at third. 
Downs stole second and on Schreckengost’s poor throw Schmidt scored. Summers flied out. McIntyre drew a 
pass and Schaefer and Crawford followed with singles, netting two more runs. Cobb had his second turn at bat 
and flied out.” [NOTE: This PPL description (which states that Schmidt scored on Schreckengost’s poor throw to 
second) is not in alignment with the descriptions given in the PINQ, PPRS, DFP, DJ, and DN accounts (which 
state that Schmidt scored, with Downs, on a single by Schaefer). According to the official DBD records (and the 
each of the newspaper box scores (including the box score in the PPL account), Schreckengost was not charged 
with any fielding errors in the game. Thus, it is concluded (by me) that the PPL description is not accurate with 
regard to the run scored by Schmidt.]  
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Sixth Inning — Detroit scored 1 run 
 
DFP — “… but in the sixth the Tigers earned a run on Schmidt’s triple and Downs’s single.” 
 
DJ — “Carter was pitching at this stage. With two out, Schmidt tripled and scored on Downs’s single.” 
 
DN — Nothing at all. 
 
DT — Nothing at all. 
 
PINQ — “… but in the sixth the Tigers earned a run on Schmidt’s triple and Downs’s single.” 
 
PPRS — “Schmidt tripled in the sixth and scored on Downs’s single.” 
 
PPL — “… but Schmidt’s triple and Downs’s infield hit added one [run] in the sixth.” 
 
Seventh Inning — Detroit scored 1 run 
 
DFP — “In the seventh McIntyre’s single, a pair of outs, and a single by Cobb yielded another run.” [NOTE: See 
the note below in the PPL description.] 
 
DJ — “McIntyre hit safely to right field. Outs of Schaefer and Crawford advanced McIntyre to third. He scored on 
Cobb’s slashing single through the infield.” [NOTE: See the note below in the PPL description.] 
 
DN — Nothing at all. 
 
DT — Nothing at all. 
 
PINQ — “In the seventh, McIntyre’s single, a pair of outs, and another single by Cobb yielded another run.” 
[NOTE: See the note below in the PPL description.] 
 
PPRS — “Detroit added another run in the seventh.” [No details were provided for the run in the PPRS account.] 
 
PPL — “McIntyre’s single, a sacrifice, and Nicholls’ error on Cobb’s grounder gave a run in the seventh.” [NOTE: 
According to the official DBD records, Nicholls was charged with one (1) fielding error and Cobb was credited with 
one (1) hit (a double) in four (4) at bats. As stated in the descriptions given in the PINQ, DFP, and DJ accounts, 
Cobb singled in the seventh inning, driving in McIntyre. According to the descriptions in the PINQ, PPRS, PPL, 
DFP, DJ, and DN accounts, Cobb flied out in his first at bat (in the second inning) after having been hit by a 
pitched ball in his first plate appearance (leading off the in the second inning). None of these accounts, however, 
state what Cobb did in his other two at bats, which would have been made in the fifth inning (likely) and in the 
ninth inning (definitely). It seems reasonable that Cobb was retired in the ninth inning for the second out — 
Schaefer’s sacrifice was the first out and Rossman was the final batter for the Tigers in the ninth, thereby being 
the final out or causing the final out. Therefore, since Cobb did not hit his double in the second, seventh, or ninth 
innings, he must have collected his double in his other at bat, (likely) in the fifth inning. And, it is pointed out that 
none of the newspaper accounts — other than the PPL account — provide any details for Nicholls’s fielding error. 
The box scores in the PPRS and PPL accounts show that Nicholls was charged with one (1) fielding error, but the 
PINQ box score shows (a) that Nicholls was charged with zero (0) fielding errors and (b) that Cobb was credited 
with two (2) hits (one double and one single). Since the official DBD records show that Nicholls was charged with 
one (1) fielding error and that Cobb was credited with one (1) hit, it is concluded that the description in the PPL 
account is accurate and that McIntyre scored (from third base) on a (two-out) fielding error by Nicholls on a ball hit 
by Cobb, who was safe on the fielding error.]        
 
Ninth Inning — Detroit scored 2 runs 
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DFP — “Summers singled and McIntyre beat out a bunt, both advancing on Schaefer’s sacrifice. Crawford hit 
safely to center, scoring both Summers and McIntyre.” 
 
DJ — “Summers made his only single in the game. McIntyre beat out a bunt and both runners advanced on 
Schaefer’s sacrifice. Crawford poled a nice hit to the outfield, both Summers and McIntyre scoring.” 
 
DN — Nothing at all. 
 
DT — Nothing at all. 
 
PINQ — “Summers singled and McIntyre beat out a bunt, both runners advancing on Schaefer’s sacrifice. 
Crawford hit safely to centre, scoring both Summers and McIntyre.” 
 
PPRS — “… and Detroit piled up another pair [of runs] in the the ninth.” [No details were provided for the run in 
the PPRS account.] 
 
PPL — “In the ninth Summers beat out a grounder to Nicholls and McIntyre beat out a bunt. Schaefer advanced 
the runners with a sacrifice and Crawford sent them home with a single to centre.” 
 
SUMMARY of the 10 runs scored by the Tigers (newspaper text descriptions) 
 
1 (Second Inning) — Rossman scored on a 2-RBI double by Schmidt. 
2 (Second Inning) — Jones scored on a 2-RBI double by Schmidt. 
3 (Second Inning) — Schmidt scored on a 2-RBI single by Schaefer. 
4 (Second Inning) — Downs scored on a 2-RBI single by Schaefer. 
5 (Second Inning) — McIntyre scored on a 1-RBI single by Crawford. 
6 (Second Inning) — Schaefer scored (from third base) on Crawford’s steal of second base.  
 
7 (Sixth Inning) — Schmidt scored on a 1-RBI single by Downs. 
 
8 (Seventh Inning) — McIntyre scored (from third base) on a 2-out fielding error (fumbled grounder) by the 
shortstop Nicholls; the batter, Cobb, was safe on the fielding error. 
 
9 (Ninth Inning) — Summers scored on a 2-RBI single by Crawford. 
10 (Ninth Inning) — McIntyre scored on a 2-RBI single by Crawford. 
 
UNOFFICIAL Runs Batted In (This Work): Schmidt 2, Schaefer 2, Crawford 3, Downs 1. 
 
UNOFFICIAL Runs Batted In (Retrosheet Box Score): Schaefer 2, Crawford 3, Schmidt 2, Downs 1.  
 
 
 
 
June 7, 1908 — Detroit vs. Boston — Detroit scored 5 runs 
 
First Inning — Detroit scored 3 runs 
 
DFP — “McIntyre walked and Schaefer flied. Crawford hit to the scoreboard for his second home run in two days. 
Cobb bunted and had it beaten. Lord made an awful peg past Unglaub and it went into the stand, Cobb scoring. 
Jones fanned and Coughlin singled, but died stealing.” 
 
DJ — “McIntyre walked, Schaefer struck out, and Crawford hit to the trokeys for a homer, picking up McIntyre. 
Cobb followed him around on a trot, Lord hurling his easy grounder into the stands. Jones struck out. Coughlin hit 
to center, but was caught stealing.”  
 
DN — Nothing at all. 
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DT — Nothing at all. 
 
BG — “McIntyre was walked in the first inning and took his record of one tally on Crawford’s four-base smash to 
left, after Schaefer had fanned. Cobb drove a slow single toward Lord, and Lord’s throw to first was so wild and 
high that the ball disappeared in the bleachers and Cobb came home. Jones fanned and while Coughlin hit safely, 
he was nipped stealing, McFarland to Wagner.” 
 
BH — “McIntyre walked to open the game and scored with Crawford on the latter’s home run. Cobb laid down a 
bunt and Lord heaved it past Unglaub into the stand, Cobb making the circuit.  
 
BP — Nothing at all. 
 
Fourth Inning — Detroit scored 2 runs 
 
DFP — “Coughlin singled and made third on Thomas’s base knock. Killefer was winged by a wild pitch. [Thus, the 
bases were filled.] Siever smashed over second, scoring two, and he and Killefer advanced an extra base on 
Lord’s bad handling of the return throw. Pruitt was hurriedly called into service. He immediately nipped Killefer off 
third and the next two batters died on grounders.” 
 
DJ — “Coughlin and Thomas singled. Killefer was tunked with the ball, and Siever, who had relieved Summers in 
the fourth, bingled to center, driving in the first two. Then, pitifully, Killefer was caught off third by the new blood, 
Pruitt, who followed by capturing McIntyre and Schaefer. 
 
DN — Nothing at all. 
 
DT — Nothing at all. 
 
BG — “Coughlin opened the fourth with a speedy safety past Wagner and he took on the hit and run plan, as 
Thomas’s one-base poke went to short right field. Killefer caught a swift pitch on his ribs and the bases were 
filled. Siever drove a single through the box and Coughlin scored. Thomas took third and he scored McIntyre’s out 
at first. On the same play Killefer reached third. He was caught sleeping off the bag on a quick throw, Pruiett to 
Lord, Pruiett having succeeded Burchell on Siever’s single. Schaefer ended it by a fast roller to Wagner, on which 
he was out at first.” [NOTE: This BG description (which states that only Coughlin scored on Siever’s single and 
that Thomas scored on McIntyre’s ground out) is not in alignment with the descriptions given in the DFP, DJ, BH, 
and BP accounts, which state that both Coughlin and Thomas scored on Siever’s single. 
 
BH — “Coughlin and Thomas singled and Killefer was hit [by a pitched ball]. Siever smashed the ball to right, 
scoring two runs. Killefer made third and Siever second on Lord’s bad handling of the throw in. Pruiett was called 
into action at this juncture. He caught Pruiett napping at third, thereby saving two tallies, as the next two infield 
outs, which counted for nothing with him gone, otherwise would have scored Killefer and Siever.”  
 
BP — “Coughlin and Thomas opened the Detroit fourth with hits and Killefer was smitten with a pitched ball, filling 
the sacks. Siever singled and two runs came in. Unglaub derricked Burchell and sent in Pruiett. Pruiett caught 
Killefer napping at third and held the next two batsmen to infield grounders.” 
 
SUMMARY of the 5 runs scored by the Tigers (newspaper text descriptions) 
 
1 (First Inning) — McIntyre scored on a 2-RBI homer by Crawford. 
2 (First Inning) — Crawford scored on a 2-RBI homer by Crawford. 
3 (First Inning) — Cobb scored on his infield single coupled with a fielding error (wild throw to first) by third 
baseman Lord.  
 
4 (Fourth Inning) — Coughlin scored on a 2-RBI single by Siever. 
5 (Fourth Inning) — Thomas scored on a 2-RBI single by Siever. 
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UNOFFICIAL Runs Batted In (This Work): Crawford 2, Siever 2. 
 
UNOFFICIAL Runs Batted In (Retrosheet Box Score): Crawford 2, Siever 2. 
 
 
 
July 9, 1908 — Detroit at New York — Detroit scored 10 runs 
 
First Inning — Detroit scored 1 run 
 
DFP — “Five men batted in the first inning, and all hit the ball hard, though not all hit it safely, three of the drives 
being long flied. One of these, by Rossman, escaped being an extra base knock only through a great running 
catch by Hemphill. Two of the hitters placed the ball where it would do some good. The first was Schaefer, who 
singled and stole, and the second was Crawford, who hit Schaefer home.” 
 
DJ — “Detroit got one [run] in the first inning on Schaefer’s hit and steal followed by Crawford’s hit. A brilliant 
catch by Hemphill on Rossman’s long drive ended the inning, and both Cobb and McIntyre had given an 
indication of the bombardment to come by long flies which kept the fielders working.” 
 
DN — Nothing at all. 
 
NYET — “McIntyre flied out to Stahl. Schaefer singled to centre field and stole second. Crawford smashed a 
single to right centre, scoring Schaefer. Cobb flied out to Stahl. Hemphill made a pretty running catch of 
Rossman’s long drive.” 
 
NYHLD — Nothing at all. 
 
NYPRS — Nothing at all. 
 
NYSUN — “Orth was hit hard by five men in the first inning. Three of the swipes were long flies, Hemphill making 
a great running catch off Rossman. Schaefer’s single and steal and Crawford’s single sent a man home.” 
 
NYT — Nothing at all. 
 
NYTRB — Nothing at all. 
 
Third Inning — Detroit scored 2 runs 
 
DFP — “Crawford started things for Detroit again in the third. He opened with a single, and Cobb and Rossman 
followed with two-baggers, scoring a pair of tallies.” 
 
DJ — In the third Detroit got two more [runs]. Crawford singled to open the inning and Cobb and Rossman both 
doubled.” 
 
DN — Nothing at all. 
 
NYET — “Schaefer pop flied to Chase. Crawford beat out an infield hit. He raced to third on Cobb’s double to right 
field. Rossman slapped a two-bagger to left field, scoring Crawford and Cobb. Coughlin flied to Niles, who threw 
to Ball, doubling up Rossman at second.” 
 
NYHLD — Nothing at all. 
 
NYPRS — “Nothing at all. 
 
NYSUN — “Crawford singled in the third. Cobb doubled and Rossman doubled. Two runs.” 
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NYT — Nothing at all. 
 
NYTRB — Nothing at all. 
 
Fifth Inning — Detroit scored 2 runs 
 
DFP — “McIntyre led away with a base on balls. Schaefer singled to left field. Crawford hit a nasty bounder at 
Moriarty, and the bases were filled, the third sacker being unable to make a hit, though he beat down the hit. With 
the sacks full, Cobb drove a lightening liner right at Moriarty. The latter tried to hold the ball, but its force nearly 
knocked him over. Had he clung, a triple play was in sight, as the Detroit runners dashed ahead as soon as the 
ball was hit. McIntyre scored, and Schaefer got home on Rossman’s sacrifice fly.” 
 
DJ — “McIntyre walked to start it [the fifth inning].Schaefer singled and Crawford drove at Moriarty too hard to 
handle, filling the bases. Cobb hit a terrific smash at Moriarty. He failed to hold the ball and McIntyre scored while 
the others filled the bases. Schaefer scored on Rossman’s long fly.” 
 
DN — Nothing at all. 
 
NYET — “McIntyre drew a pass on balls. Schaefer hit safely to left field for one base. Crawford beat out an infield 
hit, filling the bases. Moriarty muffed Cobb’s line drive, McIntyre crossing the plate and the batter reaching first. 
Rossman flied out to Hemphill, Schaefer getting home. Coughlin forced Cobb, Ball to Niles. Schmidt line-flied to 
Niles.” [NOTE: According to the official DBD records, Moriarty was charged with one fielding error in the game. 
According to the batter-by-batter play-by-play description given int he NYET account, Moriarty’s only fielding error 
occurred in the fifth inning; he had three assists (one in each of the second, fourth, and seventh innings) and one 
putout (in the ninth inning).] 
 
NYHLD — Nothing at all. 
 
NYPRS — “The pair in the fifth came from Moriarty’s failure to hold Cobb’s clout.” 
 
NYSUN — “McIntyre walked. Schaefer singled to left, and Crawford chopped an erratic bounder, which Moriarty 
beat down in spite of the balls eccentric course. Cobb burned Moriarty’s hands with  screaming liner. Moriarty did 
his best to hang on to the ball, but the force of it turned him half way around and he couldn’t hold it. There was a 
triple play in sight if he had. Cobb, he perched on first. McIntyre scored on Cobb’s drive, and Rossman scored 
Schaefer with a fly to Hemphill.” [NOTE: According to the official DBD records, Moriarty was charged with one 
fielding error in the game. According to the batter-by-batter play-by-play description given int he NYET account, 
Moriarty’s only fielding error occurred in the fifth inning; he had three assists (one in each of the second, fourth, 
and seventh innings) and one putout (in the ninth inning).]  
 
NYT — Nothing at all, although it was stated, “If our third baseman [Moriarty] hadn’t muffed Cobb’s slam, McIntyre 
wouldn’t have scored.” 
 
NYTRB — Nothing at all. 
 
Sixth Inning — Detroit scored 1 run 
 
DFP — “Detroit tied the score [6-6] in the sixth on Downs’s hit, Summers’s sacrifice, and Ball’s wild throw of 
McIntyre’s grounder.” 
 
DJ — “Another [run] came in the sixth, when Downs singled, was sacrificed to second and scored on Ball’s wild 
throw on McIntyre’s grounder.” 
 
DN — Nothing at all. 
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NYET — “Manning took Orth’s place in the box for New York. Downs singled to left field, Summers sacrificed. 
Manning to Niles. Ball’s bad throw on McIntyre’s grounder allowed the latter to reach second and Downs to score. 
Schaefer flied out to Keeler. Crawford was out on a fast bounder to Chase.” 
 
NYHLD — Nothing at all. 
 
NYPRS — “Detroit tied in the sixth, Manning pitching, on Downs’s single and Ball’s wild throw.” 
 
NYSUN — “The Detroits tied the score in the sixth on Downs’s hit, Summers’s sacrifice, and Ball’s wild thrown of 
McIntyre’s grounder.” 
 
NYT — Nothing at all, although it was stated, “Because Ball threw low in the sixth Downs scored.” 
 
NYTRB — Nothing at all. 
 
Ninth Inning — Detroit scored 4 runs 
 
DFP — “Schaefer roused Detroit’s hopes by hitting safely to left, his third bingle. Crawford started a riot on the 
Detroit bench by following with his fourth single of the day, a drive to right, Schaefer going to third. Cobb sent a 
long fly to Keeler and Schaefer scored, Crawford taking second. Manning passed Rossman, as ordered by 
Manager Elberfeld. Coughlin was taken out, and D. Jones, who hit for him, grounded to Ball. It was a fine double 
play opportunity, but Ball fumbled badly, and Crawford came in with the tying run. Schmidt singled and filled the 
bases. Manning’s next achievement was to skid the ball off the flaming thatch of Downs. This forced Rossman in. 
Manning also hit Thomas and forced Jones over. New York ended the carnage with a rattling double play by 
Niles, Kleinow, Chase, and Moriarty.” 
 
DJ — “Schaefer got his third hit to open the [ninth] inning and Crawford boosted his average by hitting safely for 
the fourth time. Schaefer made third on the hit and scored on Cobb’s long fly to right. Rossman was passed 
purposely and D. Jones went in to bat for Coughlin. He hit one at Ball which the shortstop, in his anxiety for a 
double [play], fumbled badly, Crawford scoring. Schmidt singled, filling the bases. Downs was hit on the head, 
forcing in Rossman. This unnerved Manning and he also hit Thomas, scoring Jones. A double play ended the 
inning.” 
 
DN — “Schaefer and Crawford singled, and Cobb scored Schaefer with a fly. Rossman was walked and Jones 
batted for Coughlin. He grounded to Ball, who fumbled and Crawford scored. Schmidt hit and Manning forced in a 
run by walking Downs, Rossman scoring. Thomas was also hit, forcing in another [run]. A double play stopped the 
fun.” 
 
NYET — “Schaefer singled to right field. He went to third on Crawford’s safe tap to the infield. On Cobb’s long fly 
to Keeeler Schaefer scored and Crawford raced to second. Rossman got a base on balls. Jones batted for 
Coughlin and he singled to left field, Crawford racing home and tying the score. Schmidt tapped a single to the 
same place and the bases were filled. Downs was hit by a pitched ball, Rossman crossing the plate. Thomas 
batted for Summers. He also was hit by a pitched ball. Jones was forced over the plate. McIntyre hit to Niles who 
threw to Kleinow, forcing Schmidt at the plate. Kleinow then threw to Chase, but failed to get the batter. Chase’s 
quick throw to Moriarty, however, caught Downs at third.” 
 
NYHLD — Nothing at all. 
 
NYPRS — “Schaefer singled in the ninth and Crawford followed suit, his slash sending Schaefer to third. Keeler 
caught Cobb’s long fly, which scored Schaefer and put Crawford on second. Rossman was purposely passed, 
Ball the fumbling on Jones, who batted for Coughlin. Schmidt poked a measly single between Moriarty and Ball 
and Crawford cantered in with the tying run. Downs got hit on the head and Thomas, who batted for Summers, 
was winged in the back. Two more runs for Detroit.” 
 
NYSUN — “Schaefer put a Texas Leaguer in right. Crawford hit past first for a base, Schafer going to third. Cobb 
sent a long fly to Keeler and Schaefer scored. Manning passed Rossman as per orders. Coughlin was canned, 
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and D. Jones grounded to Ball. It was a fine double play opportunity, but Ball and ball had a catch as catch can 
grapple and ball won. Crawford came in with the tying run. Schmidt singled, filling the bases. Manning’s next 
achievement was to skid the ball off the flaming pate of Downs. This forced Rossman in. Manning also hit Thomas 
and forced Jones over. The New Yorks ended the carnage with a rattling double play by Niles, Kleinow, Chase, 
and Moriarty.” 
 
NYT — “Schaefer and Crawford singled and Keeler had stopped Cobb’s ambitious drive, when Rossman was 
walked on purpose by Manning, who succeeded Orth, and then, instead of Coughlin going up, [manager] 
Jennings puts in D. Jones to bat. And before we go any further, let’s mention that Schaefer scored on that long 
drive [by Cobb] to Keeler, for we might overlook it, and it’s important. Well, Jones, the pinch hitter, sneaks one 
through Ball’s fingers, and Crawford comes home. You can see where it’s a tie now. But worse is to follow. After 
Schmidt singles to left, Downs is up, and the very first ball Manning throws smashes the batter in his prominent 
red head, and Rossman’s run is forced. Then Thomas bats for the pitcher, and is hit by the very first ball, and 
Jones is forced home.” 
 
NYTRB — “It was the ninth inning, however, that Detroit broke up the game. Manning was wild, and forced two 
men across the plate by hitting them, while four hits and a base on balls accounted for the rest of the scoring.” 
 
SUMMARY of the 10 runs scored by the Tigers (newspaper text descriptions) 
 
1 (First Inning) — Schaefer scored on a 1-RBI single by Crawford. 
 
2 (Third Inning) — Crawford scored on a 2-RBI double by Rossman. 
3 (Third Inning) — Cobb scored on a 2-RBI double by Rossman. 
 
4 (Fifth Inning) — McIntyre scored (from third base) on a 0-out fielding error (muffed fly) by the third baseman 
Moriarty; the batter, Cobb, was safe on the fielding error.  
5 (Fifth Inning) — Schaefer scored on a 1-RBI sacrifice fly by Rossman. 
 
6 (Sixth Inning) — Downs scored (from second base) on a 1-out fielding error (wild throw to first) by the shortstop 
Ball; the batter, McIntyre was safe on the fielding error. 
 
7 (Ninth Inning) — Schaefer scored on a 1-RBI sacrifice fly by Cobb. 
8 (Ninth Inning) — Crawford scored on a 1-RBI single by Jones. 
9 (Ninth Inning) — Rossman scored on a 1-RBI hit-by-pitched-ball by Downs. 
10 (Ninth Inning) — Jones scored on a 1-RBI hit-by-a-pitched-ball by Thomas.  
 
UNOFFICIAL Runs Batted In (This Work): Crawford 1, Rossman 3, Cobb 1, Jones 1, Downs 1, Thomas 1. 
 
UNOFFICIAL Runs Batted In (Retrosheet Box Score): Crawford 1, Cobb 1, Rossman 3, Jones 1, Downs 1, 
Thomas 1. 
 
 
 
August 18, 1908 — Detroit at New York — Detroit scored 7 runs 
 
First Inning — Detroit scored 1 run 
 
DFP — “Detroit scored the first man that faced Hogg. That, of course, was McIntyre and he walked. Schaefer 
sacrificed, and Crawford flied. Cobb slashed a triple into deep left. He tried to follow McIntyre home, and was out 
at the plate on relayed throw.” 
 
DN — “The first run was scored when Hogg walked McIntyre and Cobb came through with a triple.”  
 
NYEWLD — “McIntyre walked and took second base on Schaefer’s sacrifice, Hogg to O’Rourke, the latter 
covering first base. Crawford drove a long fly to Delahanty. Cobb smashed a bad one down the left foul line for 
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three bases, scoring McIntyre. He tried to make it a home run, but was thrown out at the plate, Delahanty to 
Conroy to Blair.” 
 
NYSUN — “Cobb rammed a three-bagger to first in the first inning and scored McIntyre, who had been passed. 
Cobb’s hit was timely as there were two out. He tried to make a home run of his wallop and only hit the high 
places as he raced from bag to bag, but relays from Delahanty to Conroy to Blair beat him to the plate.” 
 
NYTRB — “Hogg gave McIntyre a pass to start the game. Cobb came along after two batters had died and 
slammed a three-bagger to left. Still, Cobb was put out trying to make the hit a homer.” 
 
Fourth Inning — Detroit scored 3 runs 
 
DFP — “Cobb hit a short fly into a safe spot in center and sprinted to second while Hemphill and Ball were taking 
a little nap. He scored on Rossman’s two-sack smash into left. A wild pitch put Rossman on third. Coughlin 
grounded on the infield. Schmidt singled and Rossman scored. On another wild pitch Schmidt made third. O’Leary 
was hit by Conroy, and Schmidt went home. Summers stopped the fun by hitting into a double play.” 
 
DN — “In the fourth Cobb sent a fly to center and sprinted to second, making a two-bagger. Rossman doubled 
[Cobb scoring] and made third on a wild pitch. Schmidt singled, scoring him, and he, too, went to third on a wild 
pitch. He came home with O’Leary’s single.”   
 
NYEWLD — “Cobb drove a safe Texas Leaguer into left field and took second base as Delahanty fumbled the 
ball. Rossman followed with a two-bagger to the score board and Cobb scored. A wild pitch sent Rossman to third 
base. O’Rourke threw out Coughlin. Schmidt’s single to centre field scored Rossman. On another wild pitch 
Schmidt went all the way to third base. O’Leary’s single was too hot for Conroy to handle and Schmidt scored. 
Summers hit into a double play, Chase to Ball to Chase.” 
 
NYSUN — “Cobb poked a safe fly over short and made his opponents look foolish by stretching it into a two-
baggers. Rossman doubled and tallied Cobb, and with the aid of a single by Schmidt, a brace of wild pitches, and 
booting by Conroy of O’Leary’s grounder two more runs came in.” 
 
NYTRB — “Delahanty let Cobb’s fly fall safe in the fourth and then juggled the ball so that Cobb got second. 
Rossman’s two-bagger meant a run, and a wild pitch put him on third base. Coughlin was an easy out, but 
Schmidt had a single on hand, and Rossman scored. Then Hogg cut loose another wild pitch, and Schmidt, who 
got to third base, scored when O’Leary singled.” 
 
Fifth Inning — Detroit scored 1 run 
 
DFP — “McIntyre singled in the fifth and went to third when McIlveen dropped Cobb’s fly. Cobb went to second to 
draw a throw, and McIntyre started home. He beat the toss to Blair, and the latter threw wildly past second to get 
Cobb. Cobb kept on to third, to which bag Hemphill’s throw beat him. But McIntyre’s run was over.” 
 
DN — “In the fifth, McIntyre singled and scored when McIlveen dropped Cobb’s fly.” 
 
NYEWLD — “McIntyre beat out a slow one to second base. Hemphill caught Schaefer’s short fly back of second. 
Crawford also flied out to Hemphill. McIlveen dropped Cobb’s fly to right field and McIntyre scored. Blair made a 
bad throw to catch Cobb, who had started for second base and the runner kept right on until he was thrown out at 
third base, Hemphill to Conroy.” 
 
NYSUN — “McIntyre singled in the fifth, and after Schaefer and Crawford had aviated to Hemphill, Cobb drove a 
liner to McIlveen. The sun was too strong for McIlveen and he made an excusable muff. McIntyre scored and 
Cobb beat it for second on McIlveen’s throw in. Blair’s throw to catch him went high, and he bounced [up] and 
made tracks for third. Hemphill threw him out.” 
 
NYTRB — “In the fifth McIntyre beat a slow hit, and McIlveen obligingly dropped Cobb’s fly, which would have 
been the third out, letting in another run.”  
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Sixth Inning — Detroit scored 2 runs 
 
DFP — “In the next [sixth] inning Coughlin and Schmidt singled with one gone. O’Leary forced Schmidt, but 
O’Rourke’s throw, to complete a double play, was wild, and went into the New York players’ pen. Coughlin scored 
on the overthrow, and O’Leary on the blocked ball, Trainer Martin handling the sphere in an effort to give some 
aid to the pursuing party.”  
 
DN — “In the sixth, O’Rourke threw wild to make a double play, and Coughlin and O’Leary, who had singled, 
scored.” 
 
NYEWLD — “Rossman rolled out to Chase. Coughlin dropped a safe Texas Leaguer into right field and went to 
second  base as Schmidt drove a single into right field. Ball got O’Leary’s grounder and threw to O’Rourke, forcing 
out Schmidt. O’Rourke tried for a double [play], but line a wild throw and as the ball rolled under the New York 
bench both Coughlin and O’Leary scored. Summers rolled out to Chase.” 
 
NYSUN — “With one out, Coughlin singled and took second on Schmidt’s safety to centre. O’Leary grounded to 
Ball and the latter’s throw to O’Rourke forced Schmidt at second. O’Rourke tried for a double play and threw over 
Chase’s head. The wild throw took the ball to the New York bench. Coughlin, of course, ran home and O’Leary 
scrambled around to third. ‘Blocked ball!’ yelled [Umpire] O’Loughlin, and before the errant leather could be 
rescued and thrown to Hogg in the pitcher’s box O’Leary was over the pan. ‘Come, get out of there, Mike! Leave 
the field!’ roared O’Loughlin, and everybody stood up and craned their necks to see who Silk [O’Loughlin] was 
addressing in tones so emphatic. Up from the bench rose Mike Martin, the trainer, and went over to the clubhouse 
to join Donovan in enforced exile.” 
 
NYTRB — “Two more [runs] were added to the Tiger total in the sixth. Rossman foolishly hit to Chase an was 
naturally out, but Coughlin made a base on a Texas Leaguer, and moved along on Schmidt’s single. O’Leary hit to 
Ball, who caught Schmidt at second base. O’Rourke tried for a double play, but his throw was wild and O’Leary 
and Coughlin both scored.” 
 
SUMMARY of the 7 runs scored by the Tigers (newspaper text descriptions) 
 
1 (First Inning) — McIntyre scored on a 1-RBI triple by Cobb. 
 
2 (Fourth Inning) — Cobb scored on a 1-RBI double by Rossman. 
3 (Fourth Inning) — Rossman scored on a 1-RBI single by Schmidt. 
4 (Fourth Inning) — Schmidt scored on a 1-RBI single by O’Leary. 
 
5 (Fifth Inning) — McIntyre scored (from first base) on a 2-out fielding error (muffed flyball) by the right fielder; the 
batter, Cobb, was safe on the fielding error. 
 
6 (Sixth Inning) — Coughlin scored (from second base) on a fielder’s-choice-force-out coupled with a fielding error 
(wild throw to first) by the second baseman; the batter, O’Leary, was safe on the fielder’s choice.” 
7 (Sixth Inning) — O’Leary scored (form the batter’s box) on fielder’s-choice-force-out coupled with a fielding error 
(wild throw to first) by the second baseman. 
 
UNOFFICIAL Runs Batted In (This Work): Cobb 1, Rossman 1, Schmidt 1, O’Leary 1. 
 
UNOFFICIAL Runs Batted In (Retrosheet Box Score): Cobb 1, Rossman 1, Schmidt 1, O’Leary 1. 
 
 
 
September 6, 1908 — Detroit at St. Louis — Detroit scored 6 runs 
 
First Inning — Detroit scored 2 runs 
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DFP — “McIntyre opened with a single and Schaefer forced him. Crawford singled to left, Schaefer stopping at 
second. Cobb struck out. Rossman hit to center, scoring Schaefer and putting Crawford at third. Thomas struck 
out, but Smith had a passed ball on the third one, and Thomas was safe at first, Crawford scoring. Rossman was 
out trying to steal third.” 
 
DJ — “McIntyre started with a single. Schaefer forced him at second and Crawford repeated McIntyre’s trick, but 
Schaefer only got as far as second. Cobb fanned. Rossman tapped a hit to center field, scoring Schaefer. Catcher 
Smith had a passed ball on Thomas’ third strike, enabling Crawford to score and Thomas to make first. Rossman, 
however, was thrown out trying to steal third base.”  
 
DN — “McIntyre doubled [should be ‘singled’]. Schaefer forced him. Crawford singled over short. Cobb struck out. 
Rossman brought Schaefer home with a smash over second, Crawford going to third. Thomas went to first when 
Smith missed the third strike. Crawford scored. Rossman was nailed at third.” 
 
SLGD — “McIntyre cut a fast hit past second the first thing. Schaefer hit to Wallace and forced McIntyre at 
second, [umpire] O’Loughlin refusing to allow the out at first, although it looked as though Williams’s throw 
reached Jones ahead of the runner. Crawford drove on a line to left for a single. Cobb tried hard, but fanned, and 
it was up to Rossman. The latter shot a grounder past Williams and Schaefer scored the first run. Thomas struck 
at a third strike, which got away from Smith and rolled into the crowd back of the plate before Smith could reach it. 
This gave Thomas first and allowed Crawford to score from third. Rossman tried to get third on a double steal, but 
was an easy out.” 
 
SLREP — “Waddell had two strikes on McIntyre when he soaked a straight one safe to center. Schaefer 
grounded to Wallace and was almost doubled up, McIntyre being forced at second. Crawford singled to left. Cobb 
struck out on three pitched balls. He fouled one and missed two. The third was a rare curve. Rossman hit over 
second, and, catching Williams out of position, the drive went safe. Schaefer scored and Crawford went to third. 
Thomas struck out, but Smith missed the third strike and Crawford scored. An attempted double steal followed, 
Smith and Ferris getting Rossman at third.” 
 
Second Inning — Detroit scored 1 run 
 
DFP — “Coughlin laid a fly safely in center. Downs flied. Donovan walked. McIntyre doubled into right, scoring the 
run. With men at third and second, Schaefer fanned and Crawford flied to Jones.” 
 
DJ — “Coughlin dropped a Texas Leaguer into center field. Downs flied to Stone. Donovan worked Waddell for a 
pass. McIntyre doubled int the right field crowd and scored Coughlin.”  
 
DN — “Coughlin hit a Texas Leaguer back of second. Downs flied to Stone trying to sacrifice. Waddell walked 
Donovan. McIntyre hit past Schweitzer for two bases, Coughlin scoring. Schaefer struck out. Crawford popped to 
Jones.” 
 
SLGD — “Coughlin started off with a fly which dropped safe between Heidrick and Wallace in left center. Downs 
flied to Stone, but Donovan walked. McIntyre drove a hard liner to right. Schweitzer came in for the ball on the first 
bound, but it went high over his head into the crowd. This gave Coughlin the chance to jog home from second. 
Schaefer and Crawford were easy outs, the former fanning and the latter popping up a fly to T. Jones.” 
 
SLREP — “Heidrick, Wallace, and Stone let Coughlin’s ‘Texan’ to left center drop safe in the second. Downs flew 
to Stone, but Donovan worked Waddell for a free pass. McIntyre hit the first ball on the nose. Liner to Schweitzer  
on the first bound. It went over his head, scoring Coughlin. Schaefer fanned and Crawford raised a high foul for T. 
Jones.” 
 
Fifth Inning — Detroit scored 1 run 
 
DFP — “Starting the fifth, Crawford singled. Cobb’s grounder to Ferris forced Crawford. Rossman walked. 
Thomas hit to left, and Cobb raced home. Stone took Coughlin’s long fly on the edge of the crowd, and Downs 
was thrown out by Waddell on a nice stop.” 
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DJ — “In the fifth, another [run] was added on Crawford’s single, Cobb’s forced play at second, a base on balls, 
and a single by Thomas.” 
 
DN — “Crawford singled. Cobb forced him. Rossman walked. Thomas hit on a line to right, scoring Cobb. 
Coughlin lined to Stone, while Waddell knocked down Downs’s drive.” 
 
SLGD — “Crawford began the [fifth] inning with a single past second on the grass, but Cobb forced him at second 
on a tap to Ferris trying to sacrifice. Rossman walked and Thomas drove past short on a line to Stone in left. 
Cobb beat an attempt to relay the ball to the plate with Ferris as the middle man. Coughlin raised a fly to Stone 
and Downs hit to Waddell and went out at first.” 
 
SLREP — “Crawford started the fifth with a pretty single to center, but Cobb hit to Ferris and forced him at 
second. Rossman waitedWaddell out and walked. Thomas scored Cobb with a single to left. Coughlin flew to 
Stone, and Downs was thrown out by Waddell.” 
 
Sixth Inning — Detroit scored 2 runs 
 
DFP — “Donovan opened by fanning, but McIntyre tore off his second double. Schaefer walked. Crawford singled, 
and McIntyre died at the plate, Stone to Ferris to Smith. Cobb hit to Jones and beat Waddell to the bag, and 
Schaefer went all the from second home. The throw by Waddell was wild, and Crawford followed Schaefer over 
on the error. Ferris recovered the ball and threw to Wallace, who got Cobb at third, ending the inning.” 
 
DJ — “With one out, McIntyre knocked his second two-bagger. Schaefer walked. Crawford made a pretty hit to left 
field, but Stone fielded the ball in jig time and threw to the plate in time to nab McIntyre. Cobb grounded to first 
and beat the play to the bag, Schaefer in the meantime racing all the way home from second. Waddell tried to get 
Schaefer at the plate, but his throw was wild and Crawford scored.” 
 
DN — “After Donovan fanned, McIntyre smashed a double to left. Schaefer walked. Crawford singled to left, but 
Stone caught McIntyre at home. Cobb rolled one to T. Jones and beat Waddell to first. Schaefer scored on the 
play, and while Waddell held the ball, arguing, Crawford sprinted home. Waddell threw wild and Cobb started for 
third, where he was interred by Ferris and Wallace.” 
 
SLGD — “Donovan began by striking out, but McIntyre lifted into the crowd to left. Schaefer walked. Crawford 
drove on a line to left and Stone threw to Ferris, who shot the ball home in time to catch McIntyre with something 
to spare. Cobb hit toward first and Jones got the ball and threw to Waddell. Cobb beat the throw and then Waddell 
got mixed up with him and finally threw to the plate to catch Schaefer. Smith allowed the ball to get through him. 
Schaefer would have scored anyway, but when the ball went past Smith, Crawford followed him home. Ferris got 
the ball and threw Cobb out at third base on a great play, Wallace going down in mix-up when Cobb slid, but 
getting his man.” 
 
SLREP — “After Donovan struck out in the sixth McIntyre doubled into the left field overflow. Waddell had two 
strikes on Schaefer when he worked him for a free pass. Crawford singled to left, but Stone threw to Ferris, and 
the latter’s relay to Smith got McIntyre. Cobb hit to Jones. Waddell came over to cover the bag. The play was 
close, O’Loughlin declaring Cobb safe. When Waddell overran the bag, Schaefer came home. Waddell made a 
wild toss to the plate and Crawford also scored. Ferris and Wallace grabbed Cobb when he tried to sneak to third 
on the play.” 
 
SUMMARY of the 6 runs scored by the Tigers (newspaper text descriptions) 
 
1 (First Inning) — Schaefer scored on a 1-RBI single by Rossman. 
2 (First Inning) — Crawford scored on a passed ball. 
 
3 (Second Inning) — Coughlin scored on a 1-RBI double by McIntyre. 
 
4 (Fifth Inning) — Cobb scored on a 1-RBI single by Thomas. 
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5 (Sixth Inning) — Schaefer scored (from second base) on a 1-RBI infield single by Cobb. 
6 (Sixth Inning) — Crawford scored (from first base) on an infield single by Cobb coupled with a fielding error (wild 
throw home) by the pitcher Waddell. 
 
UNOFFICIAL Runs Batted In (This Work): Rossman 1, McIntyre 1, Thomas 1, Cobb 1. 
 
UNOFFICIAL Runs Batted In (Retrosheet Box Score): McIntyre 1, Cobb 1, Rossman 1, Thomas 1. 
 
 
 
Appendix 3 — Information for the Runs Scored by the 1908 Detroit Tigers in the Six Games in 
Which George Suggs Played. 
 
[1] April 21, 1908 — Detroit vs. St. Louis — Detroit scored 5 runs 
 
First Inning — Detroit scored 2 runs 
 
DFP — “The Tigers filled the bases to start their first inning, on hits by McIntyre and Crawford, with a pass to 
Schaefer sandwiched. Cobb forced Crawford, McIntyre scoring. Rossman hit to Bailey, who tried to catch 
Schaefer off third. He failed and the sacks were full. Coughlin’s offering was a tall foul. Stephens snatched it. Then 
he tried to nail Cobb, who was dancing  up the line from second, and a bad peg let Schaefer come home. Williams 
threw out Payne.” 
 
DN — “McIntyre opened for Detroit with a single. Schaefer worked Bailey for a base, and then Crawford hit one of 
his healthy slaps to left and the bags were loaded. Cobb forced Crawford, but McIntyre scored. Rossman 
bounced one at Bailey. Schaefer took a lead off third, drawing the throw. He slid back safely before Bailey could 
get him, and the bags were again full. Coughlin fouled and Stephens tried to make a double play at second. The 
ball went wild and Schaefer scored.” 
 
DJ — “McIntyre started with a clean hit. Schaefer walked and Crawford’s short hit filled all the cushions. Cobb 
grounded to Williams and Crawford was forced at second. , but McIntyre managed to score. Rossman rolled to 
Bailey, who tried to catch Schaefer at third, but failed, and the bases were filled again. Coughlin fouled out. 
Stevens [should be ‘Stephens’] thought at this stage that Cobb had too big a lead off second base and shot the 
ball to Wallace, but the throw rolled into center field and Schaefer scored, Cobb advancing to third. Payne ended 
the inning, however, by tapping a mild grounder to Williams.” 
 
DT — “The Tigers came right back at Bailey and chopped him for swats by McIntyre and Crawford and a pass to 
Schaefer, which, with an infield out and a wild heave to second by Stephens, got them two [runs].”  
 
Third Inning — Detroit scored 2 runs 
 
DFP — “With one gone, Bailey walked Crawford. Crawford stole second, and went home when Cobb’s grounder 
to T. Jones drifted through his hands and feet. Cobb went to second when Williams, who recovered the ball, threw 
to the plate in a futile effort to stop Crawford there. Rossman hit to Ferris, who made a two-base heave over the 
first baseman’s head, Cobb scoring. The next two hitters could not rescue Rossman.” 
 
DN — “Crawford walked with one out and stole second. Cobb’s grounder was poked around by T. Jones until 
Crawford scored. Cobb dashed to second when Williams threw to the plate to get Crawford. Rossman grounded 
to Ferris, who threw way above T. Jones’s head and Cobb scored. Coughlin line to C. Jones and Payne was 
thrown out by Wallace.” 
 
DJ — “With one out, Crawford walked and stole second. He scored when Cobb hit a drive through T. Jones. Cobb 
went to second. Rossman tapped to Ferris, who made a wild throw to T. Jones, and Cobb was able to score. The 
next two men were retired.” 
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DT — “In the third Bailey’s support threw him down when T. Jones fumbled a grounder and Ferris threw frantically 
to first, and Crawford and Cobb rang the ball, putting the home talent one [run] to the good [4-3].”  
 
Fifth Inning — Detroit scored 1 run 
 
DFP — “Crawford singled in the fifth and went to third on Rossman’s double, after Cobb flied. Coughlin singled 
Crawford home. Payne smashed one at Williams. It got away, but Wallace picked it up close to second, stamped 
the bag and tossed to first, and the inning was over.” 
 
DN — “… and in the fifth the Tigers tied the score. A single by Crawford, a double by Rossman, and a single by 
Coughlin did the work.” 
 
DJ — “Crawford opened with a hit. Cobb’s effort was a fly to Wallace. Rossman’s two-bagger put Crawford on 
third, and he scored on Coughlin’s hard drive to left field. Payne hit toward Williams, who booted the ball, but 
Wallace was close by and picked it up and touched second and doubled Payne out at first.” 
 
DT — “Crawford got his second hit, Rossman doubled, and Coughlin batted Crawford home in the fifth. … With 
one out, one run in the barn, and men on first and second in the fifth, Payne hit a very lively grounder to Williams’ 
left. Williams made a rush for it and Wallace ran over to cover second. The second sacker’s hands missed 
connections, but his hoof was right there. It booted the ball straight into Wallace’s hands with much greater 
dispatch than would have been possible had Williams been compelled to handle the ball cleanly and throw, and 
Wallace quite naturally had a double play in front of him, which he simply couldn’t miss.”   
 
SUMMARY of the 5 runs scored by the Tigers (newspaper text descriptions) 
 
1 (First Inning) — McIntyre scored on a 1-RBI fielder’s-choice-force-out by Cobb. 
2 (First Inning) — Schaefer scored (from third base) on fielding error (wild throw to second) by the catcher 
Stephens after he had caught a foul ball hit by Coughlin. 
 
3 (Third Inning) — Crawford scored (from second base) on a fielding error (fumbled grounder) by the first 
baseman T. Jones; the batter, Cobb, was safe on the fielding error. 
4 (Third Inning) — Cobb scored (from second base) on a fielding error (wild throw to first) by the third baseman 
Ferris; the batter, Rossman, was safe on the fielding error. 
 
5 (Fifth Inning) — Crawford scored on a 1-RBI single by Coughlin. 
 
UNOFFICIAL Runs Batted In (This Work): Cobb 1, Coughlin 1.  
 
UNOFFICIAL Runs Batted In (Retrosheet Box Score): Cobb 1, Coughlin 1. 
 
CONCLUSION: Suggs [who had 2 PAs — 2 ABs and 0 H] had 0 RBIs. 
 
 
 
[2] May 31, 1908 (second game) — Detroit vs. Chicago — Detroit scored 2 runs 
 
First Inning — Detroit scored 1 run 
 
DFP — “McIntyre scored in the opening round on a pass, Schaefer’s single to center, Crawford’s sacrifice bunt, 
and a fly to right by Cobb.” 
 
CHEX — “The Tigers got the jump by putting a run over in the first inning when White made a bad start and 
passed McIntyre. Schaefer smashed out a hit to center, and Crawford dumped a sacrifice in front of the plate that 
out McIntyre on third. Cobb came along with a high fly to Anderson that scored McIntyre without an effort.” 
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CHIO — “McIntyre walked, and was sent to second on Schaefer’s single and to third on Crawford’s infield out. 
Cobb pounded a long fly to the left garden, McIntyre coming home on Anderson’s poor throw-in.”  
 
CHRECHLD — “McIntyre scored in the opening round on a pass, Schaefer’s single to center, Crawford’s sacrifice 
bunt, and a fly to right by Cobb.” 
 
Sixth Inning — Detroit scored 1 run 
 
DFP — Nothing at all, although the “Told About the Tigers” sidebar had the following: “Had Davis been more alert 
Cobb would have been caught at second in the sixth, instead of living to score the winning run. Cobb had hopes 
of going from first to third on Rossman’s bunt, which was handled by Tannehill. He turned second like a runaway, 
got half way to third, saw he could not make it, and tried to stop, falling flat. Davis was no on second or Donohue 
could have thrown him out.” 
 
CHEX — “… until the sixth, when White started by passing Cobb. Cobb went to second on Rossman’s out, 
started for third and would have been caught when he slipped and fell, but Davis also rolled around in the sand 
near second. Coughlin drove a single to right on which Cobb easily scored. Davis muffed an easy throw that 
should have forced Coughlin when Payne grounded to Donohue, but redeemed himself a moment later when he 
and White caught Coughlin napping, and Payne was out trying to steal.” 
 
CHIO — “Cobb walked, was sacrificed to second by Rossman, from which station he was scored on a clean 
single to left [by Coughlin]. Cobb overran second base on Rossman’s sacrifice and would have been an easy out, 
but Donohue and Parent became mixed in their wires and allowed Cobb to get back to the second pillow safely.” 
 
CHRECHLD — Nothing at all. 
 
SUMMARY of the 2 runs scored by the Tigers (newspaper text descriptions) 
 
1 (First Inning) — McIntyre scored on a 1-RBI sacrifice fly by Cobb. 
 
2 (Sixth Inning) — Cobb scored on a 1-RBI single by Coughlin. 
 
UNOFFICIAL Runs Batted In (This Work): Cobb 1, Coughlin 1. 
 
UNOFFICIAL Runs Batted In (Retrosheet Box Score): Cobb 1, Coughlin 1. 
 
CONCLUSION: Suggs [who had 4 PAs — 3 ABs and 1 H (a single) and 1 SH] had 0 RBIs. 
 
 
 
[3] June 18, 1908 — Detroit vs. Washington — Detroit scored 0 runs 
 
Since Detroit scored 0 runs, there were no RBIs. 
 
CONCLUSION: Suggs [who had 2 PAs — 2 ABs and 0 H] had 0 RBIs. 
 
 
 
[4] July 13, 1908 (second game) — Detroit vs. Boston — Detroit scored 2 runs 
 
Second Inning — Detroit scored 1 run 
 
DFP — “With one out in the second, Rossman scored on his double and Coughlin’s single. The latter stole 
second, but was left.” 
 
DN — Nothing at all. 
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BG — “With one down in the second, Rossman got two bases on a fly ball that Sullivan failed to reach, which 
carried well into right field, and was one that Gessler could have pulled down with little trouble and Coughlin made 
matters worse by hitting safely to left, scoring Rossman. Schmidt fanned. A wild pitch gave Coughlin a base. 
Downs was thrown out at first.” 
 
BH — “After there was one out in the second inning, Rossman hit a high fungo toward centre and it looked like 
Sullivan’s ball. The wind caught the ball and carried it off toward right and Sullivan made a vain attempt to get 
under it. Has someone call for Gessler to get the ball it would have been easy picking. This error of judgment gave 
Rossman two bases and he came home on a clean hit to left by Coughlin. Schmidt struck out and Downs went out 
on a grounder to McConnell.” 
 
BP — “In the second inning, after Thoney had disposed of Cobb, Rossman doubled and Coughlin singled, scoring 
a run.” … In the “Second Game in Detail” batter-by-batter play-by-play, here’s what was given for each Detroit 
batter in the second inning — Cobb flied out to left. Rossman doubled and advanced to home on a base hit by 
Coughlin and scored. Coughlin singled and stole second. Schmidt struck out. Downs grounded out, second to 
first. 
 
Eighth Inning — Detroit scored 1 run 
 
DFP — “Detroit made its last run in the eighth when Suggs, McIntyre, and Schaefer hit safely. With a run in, and 
men at first and second, Crawford was thrown out at first and Cobb went out to Thoney.” 
 
DN — Nothing at all. 
 
BG — “Downs fanned. Suggs got his base on Lord’s fumble and wild throw to first. McIntyre and Schaefer 
singled, Suggs scoring. Crawford was thrown out by McConnell. With men at second and third Cobb sent one on 
a line to Thoney.” 
 
BH — “Detroit’s second run was scored in the eighth, Suggs making the rounds on an error by Lord and singles 
by McIntyre and Schaefer.” 
 
BP — “Hits by Suggs, who relieved Summers, and by McIntyre and Schaefer gave the Tigers one run in the 
eighth. With men on second and third in this inning, two down and a chance to tie up the game, Cobb was 
unequal to the emergency.” … In the “Second Game in Detail” batter-by-batter play-by-play, here’s what was 
given for each Tigers batter in the eighth inning — Downs struck out. Suggs singled and advanced to third on 
McIntyre’s single and advance to home and scored on Schaefer’s single. McIntyre singled and advanced to 
second on Schaefer’s single and advanced to third on a fielder’s choice [Crawford’s groundout]. Schaefer singled 
and advanced to second on a fielder’s choice [Crawford’s groundout]. Crawford grounded out, second to first. 
Cobb flied out to left.   
 
SUMMARY of the 2 runs scored by the Tigers (newspaper text descriptions) 
 
1 (Second Inning) — Rossman scored on a 1-RBI single by Coughlin. 
 
2 (Eighth Inning) — Suggs scored on a 1-RBI single by Schaefer. 
 
UNOFFICIAL Runs Batted In (This Work): Coughlin 1, Schaefer 1. 
 
UNOFFICIAL Runs Batted In (Retrosheet Box Score): Schaefer 1, Coughlin 1. 
 
CONCLUSION: Suggs [who had 1 PA — 1 AB with 0 H and 1 R] had 0 RBIs. 
 
 
 
[5] July 17, 1908 — Detroit at Philadelphia — Detroit scored 21 runs 
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NOTE: The final paragraph in the DFP “Told About The Tigers” sidebar is as follows — “There was some 
disagreement about the scoring of several plays. Frank Hough of the [Philadelphia] Inquirer, a veteran scorer, will 
give the Tigers 27 hits for a total of 42 bases. The official scorer probably will allow a hit or two more than does 
the Associated Press score, used by the newspapers.” The Retrosheet box score (accessed on July 06, 2018) 
shows 27 hits and 9 doubles and 3 triples for the Tigers, which gives 42 total bases. 
 
First Inning — Detroit scored 4 runs 
 
DFP — “McIntyre singled to left and Schaefer got credit for a hit on a bunt on which he should have been retired. 
Crawford bunted, but there was no one on third when Vickers threw over there to get McIntyre. Cobb pushed one 
through to right, scoring McIntyre and Schaefer and on Rossman’s single Crawford scored. Coughlin fouled to 
Schreckengost, but Schmidt came up with a single to right, scoring Cobb. Vickers was then sent to the barn, 
Schlitzer taking his place. The latter got through the rest of the inning without further damage …” 
 
DJ — “McIntyre singled and Schaefer beat out a bunt. Crawford also bunted and Vickers threw to third, but no one 
was there. Collins retrieved the ball in time to hold McIntyre on the bases, but the corners were full. Cobb got his 
first hit, singling to right and McIntyre and Schaefer scored. Rossman singled, scoring Crawford. After Coughlin 
fouled out, Schmidt singled, scoring Cobb. Schlitzer replaced Vickers and succeeded in retiring the side.”  
 
DN — “McIntyre and Schaefer led off with singles. Vickers threw Crawford’s sacrifice to the wrong place. Cobb 
and Rossman singled. Coughlin fouled. Schmidt singled and four runs resulted. Schlitzer mounted the hill and the 
next two Tigers were out.” 
 
DT — Nothing at all. 
 
PINQ — “McIntyre singled to left and Schaefer got credit for a hit on a bunt on which he should have been retired. 
Crawford bunted, but there was no one on third when Vickers threw over there to get McIntyre. Cobb pushed one 
through to right, scoring McIntyre and Schaefer and on Rossman’s single Crawford scored. Coughlin fouled to 
Schreckengost, but Schmidt came up with a single to right, scoring Cobb. Vickers was then sent to the barn, 
Schlitzer taking his place. The latter got through the rest of the inning without further damage …” 
 
PNA — “McIntyre and Schaefer singled. Vickers threw Crawford’s sacrifice to the wrong place. All were safe. 
Cobb and Rossman singled. Coughlin fouled. Schmidt singled. Four runs were scored and the hook pulled 
Vickers to the bench. Schlitzer came in and the next two Tigers were put out.” 
 
PPRS — “McIntyre sent a stinger over J. Collins’s head. Schaefer bunted to Davis, and as no one covered first he 
got there easily. Then Crawford tried to sacrifice, bunting to Vickers, but he was very slow in trying to catch 
McIntyre at third and the bases were filled. Cobb singled to left and McIntyre and Schaefer crossed the plate. 
Rossman singled to right, scoring Crawford. After Coughlin had pop-flied to Schreckengost, Schmidt singled to 
center field, chasing in Cobb. Vickers then went out and Schlitzer tried his hand, and Davis forced Rossman at 
third and Summers fanned.” 
 
PPL — “McIntyre singled and Schaefer beat out a bunt when E. Collins failed to cover first for Davis’s assist. Then  
Crawford bunted to Vickers and J. Collins was five feet away from third base when Vickers tossed the ball to him. 
Cobb’s single bounded over Barry’s head and Rossman’s single went past E. Collins, who did not move a foot to 
reach the ball. Schmidt also got a single in this inning before Vickers was taken out and Schlitzer came in and 
fanned Summers.” 
 
PREC — “McIntyre opened with a single and Schaefer hit to Davis, who waited for Vickers to cover first, but 
Vickers was not alert and Schaefer beat out his hit. Crawford bunted to Vickers, who elected to throw to third to 
head off McIntyre, but J. Collins failed to cover the bag, and all three runners were safe. Cobb batted in two runs 
with a single to left. Rossman drove in another [run] with a single to centre. Coughlin fouled out to Schreckengost, 
but Schmidt ‘made an awful hit,’ and Cobb scored the fourth run of the inning. Schlitzer was then sent for and 
retired the Tigers without any further scoring.” 
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PETEL — “McIntyre hit down to third, too hot for J. Collins to handle. Schaefer bunted and was safe, as E. Collins, 
who saw both Vickers and Davis going after the ball, got rattled and failed to cover first.” Crawford bunted and 
Vickers got the ball. J. Collins also came in for it. Payne, on the coaching line, yelled, ‘Throw to third,’ and Vickers 
took the ball and threw . J. Collins was ten feet away from the base. Vickers could have easily nailed Crawford at 
first. With the bases full, Cobb’s grounder bounded over J. Collins’s head for a single, McIntyre and Schaefer 
scoring. Rossman singled to right, Crawford scoring. Coughlin fouled to Schreckengost. Schmidt singled to centre, 
scoring Cobb. Vickers was now yanked out, Schlitzer taking his place. Downs forced Rossman, Schlitzer to J. 
Collins. Summers fanned.” 
 
Second Inning — Detroit scored 2 runs 
 
DFP — “but he [Schlitzer] got his [damage] in the second when singles by Schaefer and Rossman and doubles by 
Cobb and Coughlin scored two runs.” 
 
DJ — “Schaefer and Rossman singled and Cobb and Coughlin doubled, netting two runs.” 
 
DN — “One out in the second, Schaefer singled. Crawford fanned. Cobb doubled. Rossman singled and Coughlin 
doubled. Two runs. 
 
DT — Nothing at all. 
 
PINQ — “but he [Schlitzer] got his [damage] in the second when singles by Schaefer and Rossman and doubles 
by Cobb and Coughlin scored two runs.” 
 
PNA — “With one out, Schaefer singled. Crawford fanned. Cobb doubled. Rossman singled and Coughlin 
doubled. Two runs.” 
 
PPRS — “The Tigers secured two more runs in the second inning, batting Schlitzer out of the box, and then 
Manager Mack at the opening of the third, sent Maxwell to the rescue.” 
 
PPL — “Schlitzer lasted an inning. Schaefer’s single and steal, followed by Cobb’s double gave Detroit a run, and 
they got another on Coughlin’s double after Barry fumbled off Rossman.” 
 
PREC — Nothing at all. 
 
PETEL — “McIntyre flied to Oldring. Schaefer singled to centre and stole second. Crawford fanned. Cobb doubled 
to right, scoring Schaefer. Cobb scored on Barry’s fumble of Rossman’s grounder. Coughlin doubled to left. 
Schmidt died, Barry to Davis.” [NOTE: According to the official DBD records, Rossman achieved three (3) hits in 
seven (7) at bats. According to the PBP description given in the PTELE account, Rossman (1) singled in the first 
inning; (2) was safe on Barry’s fumble in the second inning; (3) skied to E. Collins in the third inning; (4) tripled in 
the fourth inning; (5) flied to Davis in the sixth inning; (6) reached base on Barry’s wild throw in the eighth inning; 
(7) flied to Murphy in the ninth inning — i.e., two hits in seven at bats. According to the descriptions in the DFP, 
DJ, DN, PINQ, and PNA accounts, Rossman singled in the second inning. According to the official DBD records, 
Barry was charged with two (2) fielding errors. According to the PBP description given in the PTEL, Barry 
committed fielding errors in the fourth and sixth innings — a throwing error trying to get Crawford off base and a 
wild throw on a Crawford’s hit, respectively. Thus, it appears (to me) that Rossman was credited officially with a 
single in the second inning, which scored Cobb.]      
 
Third Inning — Detroit scored 1 run 
 
DFP — “Maxwell, who was sent to the rescue in the third, started off in great shape, striking out Downs and 
Summers, but then, to show his versatility, he walked four men in succession, McIntyre scoring.” 
 
DJ — “Maxwell went in in the third and promptly struck out Downs and Summers. Then he walked four men in a 
row, scoring McIntyre.” 
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DN — “Maxwell relieved Schlitzer in the third. Downs and Summers fanned. McIntyre and Schaefer walked, 
likewise Crawford. Cobb grabbed a pass, forcing home McIntyre. Rossman popped to E. Collins.” 
 
DT — Nothing at all. 
 
PINQ — “Maxwell, who was sent to the rescue in the third, started off in great shape, striking out Downs and 
Summers, but then, to show his versatility, he walked four men in succession, McIntyre scoring.” 
 
PNA — “Maxwell was pitching. Downs and Summers fan. McIntyre walked. So did Schaefer; likewise Crawford. 
Cobb grabbed a pass, forcing home McIntyre. Rossman popped to E. Collins.” 
 
PPRS — “Maxwell began very well by fanning the first two batsmen and walked the next four, forcing in a run.” 
 
PPL — “Maxwell replaced Schlitzer [to begin the third] and started by striking out Downs and Summers in 
succession., but he walked McIntyre and Schaefer, and these two stole bases with ease, Maxwell’s motion given 
them such a lead that Schreckengost was unable to even throw the ball. Passes to Crawford and Cobb forced 
McIntyre home.” 
 
PREC — “Maxwell started the third with two strikeouts and then lost control of the ball. Mixed in with his four 
successive passes came three stolen bases.” [NOTE: No other information was provided in the PREC 
description.] 
 
PTEL — “Maxwell now pitching for the Athletics. Downs and Summers fanned. McIntyre walked, after two strikes. 
E. Collins fell asleep and McIntyre stole second. Schaefer walked. McIntyre and Schaefer pulled off a double 
steal, Schreckengost not throwing, as J. Collins, who was looking for a bunt, was too slow in getting back to his 
base. Crawford walked, filling the bases. Cobb walked, forcing McIntyre home. McIntyre skied to E. Collins.” 
 
Fourth Inning — Detroit scored 6 runs 
 
DFP — “The fusillading was resumed in the fourth. Coughlin walked and was sacrificed to to second by Schmidt. 
Downs rapped out a double and Summers contributed a single. There was an intermission in the shape of 
McIntyre’s fly to Murphy. Then Schaefer singled, Crawford doubled, Cobb singled, and Rossman cleaned up with 
a triple, six runners going across the pan.” 
 
DJ — “In the next [fourth] round Maxwell was slaughtered. Coughlin walked to start it and was sacrificed to 
second by Schmidt. Downs doubled, scoring Coughlin, and Summers singled him home. McIntyre flied out and 
Schaefer singled. Crawford promptly hit for two. Cobb got another single and Rossman made it six all with a 
triple.” 
 
DN — “Coughlin walked in the fourth and Schmidt bunted. Downs doubled, scoring Coughlin. Summers singled, 
scoring Schmidt [should be ‘Downs’?] and McIntyre flied, scoring Downs [should be ‘Summers’?]. Schaefer’s 
single, Crawford’s triple [should be ‘double’?], and Cobb’s single scored Summers and McIntyre [should be 
‘Schaefer and ’Crawford’?]. Rossman tripled, scoring Schaefer [should be ‘Cobb’].” [NOTE: This DN description 
appears (to me) to be seriously mangled and not in alignment with the descriptions given in the DFP, DJ, PINQ, 
PPRS, PPL, and PTEL accounts.] 
 
DT — Nothing at all. 
 
PINQ — “The fusillading was resumed in the fourth. Coughlin walked and was sacrificed to to second by Schmidt. 
Downs rapped out a double and Summers contributed a single. There was an intermission in the shape of 
McIntyre’s fly to Murphy. Then Schaefer singled, Crawford doubled, Cobb singled, and Rossman cleaned up with 
a triple, six runners going across the pan.” 
 
PNA — “Coughlin walked and Schmidt bunted. Downs doubled. One run. Summers singled. One more [run]. 
McIntyre flied and the third [run] comes in. Schaefer singled. Crawford tripled and Cobb singled. Two more [runs]. 
Rossman tripled and knocked the sixth [run] in.” 
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PPRS — “After Coughlin waited long enough to get a pass to first and Schmidt had sacrificed, Downs doubled. 
Summers singled. McIntyre went out on a fly to Murphy. Schaefer singled. Crawford tripled. Cobb singled and 
Rossman tripled. Result, six runs.” 
 
PPL — “Three singles, a double, and two triples with a base on balls and Barry’s wild throw netted six runs. In this 
inning the Detroit players were tired running the bases, and when Rossman hit the fence for a triple, Rossman 
trotted home, being an easy out, as J. Collins had the ball when the runner started.” 
 
PREC — Nothing at all. 
 
PETEL — “Coughlin walked. Schmidt sacrificed, Maxwell to Davis. Downs doubled over third, scoring Coughlin. 
Summers singled to right and went to second on Murphy’s throw to the plate, Downs scoring. McIntyre flied to 
Murphy. Schaefer singled to left, scoring Summers. Schaefer stole second. Crawford tripled to right centre 
[scoring Schaefer] and scored on Barry’s throw trying to get him off third. Cobb beat out a bunt and stole. 
Rossman tripled to left centre and was out, Oldring to J. Collins to Schreckengost, at the plate. [Cobb scored on 
Rossman’s triple.]” 
 
Sixth Inning — Detroit scored 1 run 
 
DFP — “… but in the sixth another run was added to the juicy total on bases on balls given McIntyre and 
Schaefer, Crawford’s single, and Cobb’s double.” 
 
DJ — “… and in the sixth the Tigers got but one run on bases on balls to McIntyre and Schaefer and hits by 
Crawford and Cobb.” 
 
DN — “One out in the sixth. McIntyre and Schaefer walked. Crawford singled and Cobb doubled, McIntyre 
scoring.” [NOTE: This DN description (which states that McIntyre scored the sixth-inning run) is not in alignment 
with the descriptions given in the PPL and PTEL accounts, which state that Schaefer scored the sixth-inning run; 
the descriptions given in the DFP, DJ, PINQ, PNA, and PPRS accounts do not state who scored the sixth-inning 
run. According to the official DBD records, Schaefer scored five (5) runs in the game; according to the game 
accounts in the game accounts provided in the various newspapers, Schaefer scored one run in each of the first, 
second, fourth, sixth, and seventh innings. According to the official DBD records, McIntyre scored three (3) runs in 
the game; according to the game accounts provided in the various newspapers, McIntyre scored one run in each 
of the first, third, and seventh innings. Thus, the DN description for the run scored in the sixth inning is wrong.]  
 
DT — Nothing at all. 
 
PINQ — “… but in the sixth another run was added to the juicy total on bases on balls given McIntyre and 
Schaefer, Crawford’s single, and Cobb’s double.” 
 
PNA — “With one out, McIntyre and Schaefer walked. Crawford singled and Cobb doubled. One run scored 
because Detroit was running from second [should be ‘first’?] to first [should be ‘second’?] on long hits.” 
 
PPRS — “Another run came in the sixth inning, the feature of this session being Schaefer on his way to second 
receiving Davis’s wild throw in the back of the neck.” 
 
PPL — “Two passes to helped Detroit to a run in the sixth. With a man on second, Cobb hit to the right field fence 
for a double, scoring Schaefer.” 
 
PREC — Nothing at all. 
 
PETEL — “Summers fanned. McIntyre walked, but died stealing, Schreckengost to Barry. Schaefer walked. 
Maxwell caught Schaefer napping off first but he was safe at second, as Davis’s throw hit him in the neck. 
Crawford beat out an hit, and Schaefer scored on Barry’s wild throw. Cobb doubled to right, Rossman flied to 
Davis.” 
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Seventh Inning — Detroit scored 5 runs 
 
DFP — “There was a resumption of the large doings in the seventh. With Coughlin down, Schmidt singled and 
Downs doubled. Summers struck out and McIntyre was safe on a fumble by Davis. Schaefer doubled, and 
Crawford and Cobb tripled, the latter being caught at the plate trying to stretch his hit into a home run. Five more 
runs were extracted from this combination.” 
 
DJ — “One [was] out and Schmidt singled. Downs doubled. Summers struck out, but McIntyre was safe on Davis’ 
error, Schmidt scoring. Schaefer doubled and Crawford tripled. Cobb hit for three [bases], but was out at the plate 
trying to stretch it to a homer.” 
 
DN — “One gone in the seventh. Schmidt singled. Downs doubled. Summers fanned. Fumble on McIntyre. 
Schaefer doubled, Crawford tripled, netting five runs.” 
 
DT — Nothing at all. 
 
PINQ — “There was a resumption of the large doings in the seventh. With Coughlin down, Schmidt singled and 
Downs doubled. Summers struck out and McIntyre was safe on a fumble by Davis. Schaefer doubled, and 
Crawford and Cobb tripled, the latter being caught at the plate trying to stretch his hit into a home run. Five more 
runs were extracted from this combination.” 
 
PNA — “With one out, Schmidt singled. Downs doubled. Summers fanned. There was a fumble on McIntyre. 
Davis was the goat. Schaefer doubled. Crawford tripled. Cobb tripled. Five runs.” 
 
PPRS — “Five more [runs] came in the seventh on some heavy hitting by Schmidt, Downs, Schaefer, Crawford, 
and Cobb.” 
 
PPL — “Detroit should have been retired with one run in the seventh, but after Davis fumbled McIntyre’s grounder 
Schaefer hit for a double and Crawford and Cobb hit for triples, the latter allowing himself to be retired at the plate, 
leaving third with Barry holding the ball.” 
 
PREC — Nothing at all. 
 
PETEL — “Coughlin flied to Hartsel, who made a good catch. Schmidt singled centre. Downs doubled to left, 
scoring Schmidt. Summers fanned. Davis fumbled McIntyre’s hard smash, Downs scoring. Schaefer doubled to 
left, scoring McIntyre. Crawford tripled to left centre, scoring Schaefer. Cobb tripled to centre, and was out at the 
plate, Oldring to Barry to Schreckengost, trying for a home run. [Crawford scored on Cobb’s triple.] Suggs and 
Payne are now Detroit’s batter. Killefer is at second [base] in place of Downs.” 
 
Eighth Inning — Detroit scored 2 runs 
 
DFP — “A wild heave by Barry, and doubles by Coughlin and Suggs yielded the last two [runs] in the eighth.” 
 
DJ — “Two more [runs] came in the eighth on an error by Barry and doubles by Coughlin and Suggs.” 
 
DN — “In the eighth Barry’s wild chuck on Rossman. Hartsel muffed on Coughlin. Even Mack quit keeping score. 
Two outs and Suggs doubled. Two more runs and the blow card.” 
 
DT — Nothing at all. 
 
PINQ — “A wild heave by Barry, and doubles by Coughlin and Suggs yielded the last two [runs] in the eighth.” 
 
PNA — “Barry wild-chucked on Rossman. Hartsel muffed on Coughlin. With two outs Suggs doubled. Two more 
runs.” 
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PPRS — “In the eighth, Barry’s wild throw and Hartsel’s muff, gave the Tigers two more [runs].” 
 
PPL — “Barry made a two-base wild throw and Hartsel fell all over himself and muffed Coughlin’s fly 
 
PREC — Nothing at all. 
 
PETEL — “Rossman reached second on Barry’s wild throw and scored on Coughlin’s two-bagger. Barry threw 
Payne out. Killefer was out, J. Collins to Davis, Coughlin scoring. Suggs doubled to left. McIntyre fanned.”    
 
SUMMARY of the 21 runs scored by the Tigers (newspaper text descriptions) 
 
1 (First Inning) — McIntyre scored on a 2-RBI single by Cobb. 
2 (First Inning) — Schaefer scored on a 2-RBI single by Cobb. 
3 (First Inning) — Crawford scored on a 1-RBI single by Rossman. 
4 (First Inning) — Cobb scored on a 1-RBI single by Schmidt. 
 
5 (Second Inning) — Schaefer scored on a 1-RBI double by Cobb. 
6 (Second Inning) — Cobb scored on a 1-RBI single by Rossman. 
 
7 (Third Inning) — McIntyre scored on a 1-RBI walk by Cobb. 
 
8 (Fourth Inning) — Coughlin scored on a 1-RBI double by Downs. 
9 (Fourth Inning) — Downs scored on a 1-RBI single by Summers.   
10 (Fourth Inning) — Summers scored on a 1-RBI single by Schaefer.  
11 (Fourth Inning) — Schaefer scored on a 1-RBI double by Crawford. 
12 (Fourth Inning) — Crawford scored (from third base) on a fielding error (wild throw to third) by the shortstop 
Barry. 
13 (Fourth Inning) — Cobb scored on a 1-RBI triple by Rossman. 
 
14 (Sixth Inning) — Schaefer scored (from second base) on an infield single by Crawford coupled with a fielding 
error (wild throw) by the shortstop Barry.. 
 
15 (Seventh Inning) — Schmidt scored on a 1-RBI double by Downs. 
16 (Seventh Inning) — Downs scored (from second base) on a 2-out fielding error (fumbled grounder) by the first 
baseman Davis; the batter, McIntyre, was safe on the fielding error. 
17 (Seventh Inning) — McIntyre scored on a 1-RBI double by Schaefer. 
18 (Seventh Inning) — Schaefer scored on a 1-RBI triple by Crawford. 
19 (Seventh Inning) — Crawford scored on a 1-RBI triple by Cobb. 
 
20 (Eighth Inning) — Rossman scored on a 1-RBI double by Coughlin.  
21 (Eighth Inning) — Coughlin scored on a 1-RBI groundout by Killefer. 
 
UNOFFICIAL Runs Batted In (This Work): Cobb 5, Rossman 3, Schmidt 1, Downs 2, Summers 1, Schaefer 2, 
Crawford 2, Coughlin 1, Killefer 1. 
 
UNOFFICIAL Runs Batted In (Retrosheet Box Score): Schaefer 2, Crawford 2, Cobb 5, Rossman 3, Coughlin 1, 
Schmidt 1, Downs 2, Killefer 1, Summers 1. 
 
CONCLUSION: Suggs [who had 1 PA — 1 AB with 1 H (a D)] had 0 RBIs. 
 
 
 
[06] October 04, 1908 — Detroit at Chicago — Detroit scored 1 run 
 
Ninth Inning — Detroit scored 1 run 
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DFP — “Crawford was first up, and he got a base on balls. Cobb hit a bounder through the box. White went up for 
it, knocked it down, recovered and made the throw [to retire Cobb while Crawford advanced to second]. Rossman 
hit a liner toward right, labeled two-base hit. But it was directly over Isbell’s head, and that fielder went high in the 
air, shoved up his mitt and the ball hit it and stuck. Schaefer singled to center, scoring Crawford. Mullin batted for 
Schmidt and White hit him with the ball. D. Jones ran for Mullin and Schaefer and Jones pulled off a double steal. 
It was up to Downs. He fouled three or four, then hit a fly into short left, between Tannehill and Dougherty. Neither 
could get it, but Parent cut across. He just reached the ball, which came down in a nasty spiral. Parent juggled 
momentarily, but managed to cling [on to the ball and end the game].” 
 
CHEX — “Crawford waited for a pass. Cobb could only push one toward White, whose pretty fielding got him at 
first while Crawford went to second. Rossman cut into the ball with terrific force. He shot what looked like a two-
bagger toward right field, but Isbell, leaping high into the air, speared the agate in his mitt and held on after a brief 
juggling session. Schaefer poked a long single to right center which brought Crawford all the way across the pan. 
Mullin was sent up to hit for Schmidt. He missed two swings and then was hit in the shirt front, White trying to get 
him on a curve ball close in. D. Jones was promptly trotted out to run for Mullin. He and Schaefer pulled off a 
double steal, Sullivan pegging low to Tannehill. It was up to Downs. He fouled off one and took a futile swing. He 
also waited until two ball were called on him. Then, with the count two and two, he lifted what looked like a sure 
enough Texas Leaguer to left. Dougherty came tearing in, but it was apparent he could never get to the ball 
before it touched Mother Earth. Parent and Tannehill also started in pursuit and … bla-bla-bla … Parent pulled off 
a dazzling catch.” 
 
CHIO — “White opened the [ninth] inning a bit wobbly and passed Crawford before he could settle down. Cobb’s 
infield out sent Crawford to second. Rossman followed with a line drive which Isbell pulled down after a jump, 
thereby saving a two-bagger and a run. Schaefer pasted the ball to right field for a long single, scoring Crawford. 
Mullin, who was sent in to bat for Schmidt, and was hit by a pitched ball. D. Jones was sent in to run for Mullin. 
Jones and Schaefer worked a double steal. Downs swung wide on two of White’s shoots and then lifted what 
looked like a Texas Leaguer back of third base. Schaefer and Jones were off like a shot for home plate, but 
Parent made the same speed in getting under the ball. He had to go almost to the line back of third base to be the 
ball, but he got his mitt on it, juggled it an instant and then glued it.” 
 
CHRECHLD — “Crawford walked and went to second on Cobb’s out, White to Isbell. Rossman lined to Isbell, who 
made a grand catch in the air. Schaefer singled to right, scoring Crawford. Mullin batted for Schmidt and was hit. 
D. Jones took his place at first and worked a double steal with Schaefer. Downs [was] out o a fly to Parent.” 
 
SUMMARY of the 1 run scored by the Tigers (newspaper text descriptions) 
 
1 (Ninth Inning) — Crawford scored on a 1-RBI single by Schaefer. 
 
UNOFFICIAL Runs Batted In (This Work): Crawford 1. 
 
UNOFFICIAL Runs Batted In (Retrosheet Box Score): Crawford 1. 
 
CONCLUSION: Suggs [who had 0 PAs] had 0 RBIs. 
 
CONCLUSION: For the 1908 season, Suggs had 0 RBIs [not 2 RBIs (Lanigan); not 1 RBI (Neft)].   


